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Introduction and Literature Review
When asked about his thoughts on Something Else Press (active 1964–1974) before he
began working there as editor, Jan Herman called the Press a “cultural phenomenon.”1
Publishing books of and about art, poetry, music, dance, gardening and even the stock market
through an avant-garde lens, the small press run by artist-founder Dick Higgins (1938–1998)
certainly lives up to that description. Associated with the Fluxus art movement, of which Higgins
was a founding member, the Press’s publications have become indispensable records of this
artistic activity. However, while the Press has received more scholarly attention in recent years,
it often appears only as a footnote in discussions of the larger Fluxus movement; the Fluxus
pedigree has in some ways subsumed other aspects of Something Else’s history. Despite
Higgins’s strong literary connections and the Press’s dedication to the book as form, scholars
rarely discuss the Press in the context of publishing, particularly the burgeoning trade and small
press publishing industries in the 1960s and 70s, though the artists, writers, publishers, and
business people who were employed by the Press do discuss it in those terms. Higgins’s own
writings on Something Else, in turn, largely position it as a publishing house and not as part of
his artistic practice. While he considered the works he authored and published under this imprint
to be part of his oeuvre, he often viewed the burdens of the Press as an impediment to his
personal artistic output. Thus, in order to reconcile these two perspectives on Something Else and
provide a more complete picture of its activities, this thesis will examine the Press as a

publishing house first and foremost, but will also review its value in an art context and in relation
to other artists’ publications.

1

Jan Herman, interview by author, New York, November 23, 2019.
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Frequently painted as an exceptional but naïve venture by artists who knew little about
the business of publishing, Something Else, on the contrary, followed the trajectory of many
emerging publishers at the time and in the generations prior to its founding. Higgins studied
offset at the Manhattan School of Printing and worked in publishing before founding the Press.
He knew a good deal about the expertise, materials, funding, and networks needed to produce
publications on par with some of the major trade houses. As Higgins insisted in the Press’s 19671968 catalogue, he intended Something Else to be “precisely what its name implies, an
organization run in a thoroughly professional manner by artists and writers committed to the
principle of providing alternatives at all times to what is touted by the Commercials.”2 While the
reality sometimes fell short of Higgins’s ambitions, a reevaluation of the Press in the context of
printing and publishing in the 1960s and 70s reveals that it was a serious business venture that
intersected with Fluxus but also extended beyond it by publishing works of historical avantgardes, artists and poets outside of the Fluxus movement, and authors working outside of art
altogether.
Though it can be said that expanding outside of Fluxus is in itself a Fluxus act as “Fluxus
artists saw themselves neither as part of a movement nor as proponents of a specific style,”3 the
focus of Fluxus works and that of Something Else Press differed in the methods used to engage
the public. As Owen F. Smith notes, Fluxus artists responded to the Dadaist realization that, “the
potential power of art existed in its very relationship to life—not the comfortable life of the

bourgeoisie nor to the life of rationalized cause-and-effect relationships, however, but to the
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Dick Higgins, The Arts of the New Mentality: Catalogue 1967–1968 (New York: Something Else Press, 1968), 1.
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(Minneapolis: Walker Art Center, 1993), 24.
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ubiquitous contingencies of life: irrationality, chance, inherent contradiction.”4 Fluxus artists
generally achieved this by recontextualizing familiar objects or actions in a way that rendered
them precious or strange. For example, Fluxkits rarified everyday objects by packaging them and
putting them in an art context, and Higgins’s Danger Music Number Seventeen (Fig. 1)
transformed a human stress response into an unnerving vocal performance. By contrast,
Something Else Press infiltrated the comfortable life of the bourgeoisie through a form
recognizable to them: hardbound books and paperbacks. While Fluxus works generally forced
viewers to reexamine quotidian objects and occurrences by rendering them strange, Something
Else Press sought to integrate itself into an already existing industry to make the unusual works it
published more familiar.
The difference between the publishing efforts of Fluxus impresario George Maciunas
(Fig. 2) and those of Something Else Press may illustrate most effectively how Something Else
diverges from Fluxus. In his essay “Fluxus Publicus,” Simon Anderson argues that “Fluxus was
conceived as a publishing venture, and publishing is at its very heart,”5 but Anderson’s text
focuses chiefly on the design and publication efforts of Maciunas, who helped produce
publications by many of the same artists that were on Something Else Press’s list. Works made
under Maciunas’s direction were largely self-published by him or the artist-author and created in
small hand-made print runs. While Anderson dedicates most of his discussion to Maciunas, he
does mention Something Else Press in his evaluation of Fluxus publishing, but he sets it apart

from Fluxus, asserting that the Press “gave much-needed context to the work of an entire
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generation of artists who had begun dissolving the barriers between the arts.”6 Indeed,
Something Else Press’s publications encompassed topics beyond Fluxus including Happenings,
Pop Art, and art-adjacent or non-art fields. While Anderson relates Something Else Press to
Fluxus, he also emphasizes that it is not merely an extension of Fluxus activity, but a publishing
activity all its own.
Perhaps it is the mythology around the founding of the publishing house—which Higgins
himself promoted—that has resulted in the Press being misconstrued as a less-than-serious
endeavor. As Higgins rehearsed in countless writings, interviews, and speaking engagements on
the topic, he founded Something Else Press after frustration with how long it was taking
Maciunas to publish a year’s worth of his collected works, spanning a period from April 13,
1962 to April 13, 1963. As he tells it, Higgins requested his manuscript back from Maciunas, got
drunk, came home to then-spouse and Fluxus artist Alison Knowles, and announced they would
be forming a publishing house. Higgins was planning to name it “Shirtsleeves Press,” but
Knowles did not like the name and told him he should name it something else, and so, as the
story goes, he did. The result of this apparently drunken lark was the Press’s first publication,
Higgins’s Jefferson’s Birthday/Postface, published in 1964.
Despite Higgins’s romantic narrative of the Press as a spur-of-the-moment decision,
much more went into the realization of his vision. Something Else began with just two
employees: Higgins and an editor, Barbara Moore.7 While those unfamiliar with the history of

other independent publishers might use the small staff as a means of categorizing the Press as a
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performative endeavor rather than a commercial one, on the contrary, a limited number of
employees was relatively commonplace for a small publishing firm, especially in the beginning.
For example, the wildly successful art book publisher, Harry N. Abrams Inc.—founded in
1949—started out with just Harry Abrams as the publisher, and his editor, Milton Fox.8 As
Higgins notes, “The Press was a normal subchapter S corporation, with the usual power
structure.” 9 Each employee often occupied two or more links in the chain of command, which is
typical of small-press publishers or emerging trade publishers, even today. Unlike other Fluxus
activities, which operated largely outside of the realities of business and commerce, Something
Else was organized, incorporated, and registered its copyrights. In other words, it operated within
the confines of a corporate structure and even kept regular 9 to 5 office hours.10 Rather than
transforming the book into “eccentric multiples and boxed editions using unorthodox
materials,”11 Something Else Press worked within existing frameworks to push the artistic and
conceptual boundaries of traditionally produced books.
Something Else’s significant output is the primary testament to its function as a
publishing house. During its ten-year life, the Press published 49 books, 19 newsletters, 20
pamphlets and other ephemera likely only partially enumerated to date. Higgins’s archives at the
Getty Research Institute also reveal financial paperwork, board meeting minutes, and a wealth of

Harry N. Abrams, “Oral history interview with Harry N. Abrams.” Interview by Paul Cummings. Archives of
American Art, Smithsonian Institution, March 14, 1972, https://www.aaa.si.edu/collections/interviews/oral-historyinterview-harry-n-abrams-13015.
8
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correspondence that demonstrate that the business side of the Press should not be a footnote in its
story. As Higgins later noted, the intent of Something Else was “to realize my plan of a press
specializing in the avant-garde but working through the ‘book trade’ format rather than that of
small presses as such.”12 Here Higgins aligns himself with trade publishing and makes a
distinction between the trade and more specialized small press publishing.
While the distinctions between trade publishing and small press publishing can be blurry,
trade publishing is usually geared toward a wider book-buying public and often publishes more
books per year with bigger print runs than those of small presses. Small press or independent
publishing is typically more specialized and less profitable than the trade and is usually guided
by motivations outside of monetary gain. Because the publishing programs of small presses often
have an ideological bent, they are able to publish content that would not be viable for a
commercial publisher. Small press books also may focus on higher production values as they
generally have smaller lists and dedicate more of their time and resources to each book than a
commercial publisher might, though a small press’s resources are also often more limited. While
Something Else’s output falls more into the small press category, Higgins’s ambition to be
viewed as a trade publisher for the avant-garde indicates his dedication to the Press as a business
endeavor related to, but ultimately outside of his artist practice.
Outside of Something Else Press, Higgins’s practice could be described as eclectic. He
gave performances and made events scores to go with them; wrote poetry, including concrete or

pattern poetry, and traveled in the circles of the Beats as a young man; composed and performed
experimental music (he was a student in John Cage’s infamous New School composition class);
produced theoretical essays; and created a number of drawings and diagrams. Higgins often
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receives credit as one of the founders of Fluxus. Certainly promoting Fluxus material, in
particular his own, served as the impetus for starting Something Else Press, but the Press quickly
outgrew this narrower purpose and functioned as a small press publisher with trade press
ambitions.
The role of the Press with regards to Higgins’s output is both social and documentary.
The Press connected him with many other artists and provided him with a way of recording not
only Fluxus material and his own work, but also other works in which he had an interest. The
business of the Press, including Higgins’s many letters, invoices, and memos served as a record
of Higgins’s life, connections, and artistic activities. In the context of Something Else, Higgins
was the publisher and often the designer. Both of these roles require significant creativity to
communicate meaning through design, but publishing and book design were Higgins’s trades
and professions, not his art. Most of Higgins’s art was textual, and the book served as the
primary way of conveying his work.
In evaluating Something Else Press, the most important resources are the books it
published, on which scholars have done little visual analysis. Many of the Press’s former
employees write about their time at the Press. In fact, most of those writing about the Press in the
context of trade and small press publishing worked for Something Else or were connected to it in
some way. The Press’s first editor, Barbara Moore, has written about her time at Something Else,
as has Herman, its last editor. Both former employees provide valuable insights into the day-to-

day operations of the Press and its history as they perceive it. Fluxus critic Peter Frank’s
annotated bibliography of the Press is an indispensable resource that accounts for print runs,
reprints, design details, page counts, construction, and more. Hannah Higgins, the daughter of
Higgins and Knowles, is herself a Fluxus scholar and briefly mentions the Press in her book,

7

Fluxus Experience. In the book, the younger Higgins uses the Press primarily as a resource in her
discussion of other Fluxus activities; however, she also discusses Something Else more deeply in
several articles about her parents that pair her memory of events with research into her parents’
papers. Apart from his work on the Press, Higgins was a prolific writer. He wrote and spoke
extensively about Something Else Press during his lifetime, writing and delivering lectures on
histories of the Press that are frequently conflicting or varying in tone—sometimes celebratory
and other times quite embittered. Siglio issued facsimiles of many of the Press’s books and
recently published a book on Dick Higgins’s writings, edited by Steve Clay—publisher of
Granary Books—and Ken Friedman—the youngest member of Fluxus. The book updates
Frank’s bibliography, reprints many of Higgins’s writings, and provides the editors’ own
perspective on the Press.
Aside from literature on Something Else Press, this text also draws on academic texts on
publishing, which is relatively sparse and similarly anecdotal, as Philip Altbach notes in the
introduction to International Book Publishing: An Encyclopedia, which aims to contribute a
more academic approach to the study of publishing. The leading authority on publishing
scholarship in the United States, John Tebbel, produced many texts on this understudied history,
including a four-volume guide to the trends, issues, and ideas preoccupying publishers from the
1800s to the 1980s. The scope of his writings is comprehensive—covering production and
design, education, marketing and publicity, finances, and industry politics—though his tomes

only address the major publishing houses. Publishers Weekly’s digital archive provides an
invaluable history of publishing as the publishers of the time saw it, and is an excellent resource
for quantities, pricing, dates, and addresses associated with the Press and its collaborators.

8

By viewing Something Else Press in the context of art and commercial publishing, this
text aims to demonstrate the Press’s unique role in the spaces between art, publishing, publicity,
scholarship, and commerce. While Higgins’s work at the Press was certainly a significant
component of his aesthetic contributions to Fluxus and other related activities in its 1960s milieu,
Higgins ultimately intended the Press as a business and as a vehicle for promoting and
disseminating his work and the work of his peers. The fact that Higgins, when he is mentioned in
Fluxus histories, is often discussed primarily in relation to Something Else Press is indicative
both of changing attitudes to the book and of the issue of documentation presented by the arts
that Higgins called “intermedia,” a term he coined to describe the blending of previously distinct
categories of art.
This new media, or intermedia, being explored by artists at the time, was usually
ephemeral—from mail art to site-specific environments and performances—and necessitated a
new way of preserving the work. These new arts also did not often result in a final, tangible
product that could be hung in collectors’ homes, sold by galleries, or acquired by institutions.
While for many artists this was an intentional move away from commercial pressures, creating
ephemeral work also meant that those works were more easily lost to time or forgotten. Though
its publishing activities also reached beyond this function, Something Else Press publications
often provided a record of these activities by anthologizing works by many artists; reproducing
records, scores, or plans for artwork; and compiling artist-authored art histories. A brief history

of the artist book distributor Printed Matter (founded in 1976) emphasizes that “Large-edition
and economically produced publications allowed experimentation with artworks that were

9

affordable and could circulate outside of the mainstream gallery system.”13 While Something
Else Press books were often more professionalized than the works carried by Printed Matter
because they were printed offset and manufactured by commercial printers rather than
mimeographed and produced by the artist themselves, the same rings true for Something Else
Press. In fact, the professionalization may have allowed them to circulate more widely as the
books could be carried by libraries and bookstores that would not purchase mimeographs or artist
zines. Publishing in this way allowed artists in Higgins’s circle to circumvent the traditional art
institutions that were not conducive to showing their work and also permitted them more space
to explain the work that was often particularly complex and conceptual. Publishing presented an
alternative or accompaniment to an exhibition that existed outside of time and space constraints
of a physical show. By the same token, publishing gave artists the agency to speak on their own
work without the intermediary of a critic, curator, or gallerist.
Furthermore, the book, long thought of as merely a vessel for the literary arts, was also
beginning to be recognized as an art object in its own right. Even before Dieter Roth and Daniel
Spoerri began producing publications in the late ’50s through Edition MAT, the New Art Circle
Gallery in New York exhibited exquisitely designed trade books as art in 1951.14 The advances
in reproduction at the time, including Xerox’s copying machines, also associated printing with
new technologies—a preoccupation of postwar artists. Unlike many of his peers, Higgins was
not only interested in how the form, production, and design of a book could convey a desired

message, but also how books by artists could fit into the larger publishing architecture.

“Mission & History,” About, Printed Matter, Inc., accessed October 13, 2019,
https://www.printedmatter.org/about/mission-history.
13
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Fittingly, the gallery published a catalogue of this exhibition. See Marshall Lee ed., Books of Our Time (New
York: Oxford University, 1951).
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As the book became more popular and more widely accepted as an object of aesthetic and
conceptual preoccupation, artists naturally became more interested in using this medium in new,
surprising, and innovative ways. While most artists’ excitement around publishing applied to
self-publishing, Higgins viewed the infiltration of the publishing industry as a more effective
method of disseminating the avant-garde. As he put it, “it became necessary to do as the
revolutionaries of another era advised, namely to seize the means of production.”15 In so doing,
Higgins became both an active participant in and mediator of emerging intermedia. Higgins
could have explored monetizing and publicizing his work and the work of his fellow artists in
several ways. In fact, he and his peers participated in FluxConcerts, sold preparatory drawings of
their performances, and made related visual works or props to help them generate income.
Although none of these ventures were particularly profitable, they served as a way of publicizing
Fluxus art to a wider audience and provided some financial support, which artists used in
conjunction with other sources of funding, from day jobs to government grants. That Higgins
would have differentiated publishing from these other endeavors as the most effective way to
circulating his and his peers’ work and as a viable career path for himself, is not surprising given
the changes in publishing after World War II.
From 1947 to 1992, the number of publishers in the United States grew from fewer than
700 to over 40,000.16 Something Else Press’s active years fall right in the middle of this boom,
which John P. Dessauer attributes to “increased educational attainment, coupled with a growing

affluence”17 From the 1950s to the 1970s, major bookstore chains such as Waldenbooks became
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large corporate entities; the small New York chain Barnes & Noble expanded to a national
behemoth. While these industry giants would eventually spell the end for smaller stores more
likely to carry Something Else books, the fact that these chains were able to expand as they did is
indicative of the industry’s growth and the increased demand for books in general. Similarly,
mergers between small publishing houses and media conglomerates indicated that what had once
been a niche trade was now a multimillion-dollar industry.
As Dessauer notes, chain stores were instrumental in “establishing the book as a popular
commodity.”18 The commodification of the book by these larger bookstores extended past the
objectification of precious special editions and into the trade’s everyday hardcover and
paperbacks. At a time when artists were exploring other everyday commodities—from comic
books to Campbell’s soup—it is no surprise that books would also be of interest. In fact, books
dealt with many of the same issues of authorship and art’s status in the world of commerce that
other commodities addressed. As Benjamin H. D. Buchloh notes:
[T]he book took a central place within a spectrum of theorizations concerning certain
conflicts: between authorial and spectatorial identity, in readerly and writerly exchange
relations, and between the impact of our new technologies and the work of art and
renewed critiques of its commodity status to name a few.19
While many artists in Higgins’s circle were interested in art’s relationship to commerce and its
intersections with everyday life, Something Else differs from experiments like Claes
Oldenburg’s Store, for example, in that it functioned earnestly just as a trade publisher would.
The Press embraced the technology and production methods used by the publishing industry and,
being virtually indistinguishable from its counterparts with no relation to art, thus made the full
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Dessauer “Book Marketing in the United States,” 3.

Benjamin H. D. Buchloh, “Looking Back on Books,” in Andrew Roth et al., eds., Artists Who Make Books (New
York: Phaidon, 2017) 61.
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transition from the rarified art object to a commercial product. While working within a capitalist
system, the Press simultaneously critiques it—for example, one of the Press’s publications,
Thomas One Two by Ernest M. Robson, is a novel told in pickle advertisements that comments
on the omnipresence of branding and the influence of corporations on human existence. One
reviewer describes the book as using “a commodity as a vehicle for the dissection of life.”20 The
same phrase might be applied to the Press as a whole. Without discrediting its ties to Fluxus,
considering Something Else in the context of publishing first and foremost provides better
understandings of the complexities around the business; the thinning line between art, life, and
commerce at the time; and the work of Higgins and his peers.

“Precursor to Pop Art: Library Friends to Hear Area Author Discuss Book,” Pottstown Mercury, November 3,
1971, 9, https://www.newspapers.com/image/42381597/.
20
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Chapter 1. Production and Design
As publisher of Something Else Press, Higgins paid special attention to the design,
typesetting, printing, and binding of the Press’s books. Notably, consideration for the quality of
commercial book design constituted a relatively new phenomenon that picked up steam in the
mid-twentieth century. Publishing historian John Tebbel attributes the advent of this gradual
focusing on the advancement of book design as art to William Morris of the Arts and Crafts
movement around the turn of the century. 21 Largely publishing small runs of his own literary
work and reprinting works of centuries past on handmade linen paper with decorative elements
designed by himself and other artist-colleagues, Morris, through his Kelmscott Press, only
published one book exceeding 550 copies. Those print runs include both the cheaper paperbound editions and the vellum deluxe editions.22 Perhaps not surprisingly, given the limited
scope and run of Morris’s work, Tebbel notes that the book industry was resistant to his
advances in bookmaking and book design. Despite Tebbel’s pessimism, Kelmscott’s focus on
superior design and production inspired its heirs in the United States. American followers of
Morris, including Elbert Hubbard—founder of Roycroft Press in East Aurora, New York—may
have been a model for Higgins; unlike Kelmscott, Roycroft published a varied list of
contemporaneous artists and poets in additions to reprints of older works. Roycroft, like
Kelmscott, printed offset but was able to achieve print runs of closer to 1,000, unlike its

John Tebbel, “Designers and Manufacturers,” A History of Book Publishing in the United States: Volume IV The
Great Change 1940–1980 (R.R. Bowker: New York, 1981), 440.
21
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William Morris and S. C. Cockerell, A Note by William Morris on His Aims in Founding the Kelmscott Press
together with a Short Description of the Press by S. C. Cockerell & an Annotated List of the Books Presented
Thereat, (Hammersmith, UK: Kelmscott Press, 1898) 21–61,
https://archive.org/details/ANoteByWilliamMorrisOnHisAimsInFoundingTheKelmscottPressTogether/.
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predecessor.23 Still, one could argue that Arts and Craft Movement presses like these—using
handmade materials and producing concomitant small print runs—possessed advantages not
accessible to commercial publishers more reliant on mechanical production.
However, Tebbel further claims that publishers did not learn “the lesson of the Bauhaus
school in the thirties, that things made mechanically could still be beautiful in a unity of form
and function.”24 Here Tebbel is not necessarily discussing Bauhaus publishing, but rather the
school’s general aesthetic, which often merged modern design and mass production. While the
Arts and Craft publishers and the Bauhaus school promoted very different aesthetics, both were
founded on the desire to return to artisanal production and the idea that art is professionalized
and becomes part of society through craft.25 Tebbel bemoans the lack of artful book design and
production in mainstream American book publishing noting that, “by and large the average level
of quality in book production was not high and did not show prospects of rising until well after
the war.”26 It is telling that Tebbel references two artist groups in his evaluation of trade book
publishing, indicating that artists were leading the charge in the advancements of the aesthetics
of the publishing industry, an ambition that Higgins shared.
As Tebbel points out, artists and publishers had made beautiful, well-produced books
before Higgins began Something Else Press. Furthermore, before Something Else, publishers had
engaged artists and illustrators—including the likes of Thomas Hart Benton, Salvador Dali, and

23

The Roycroft Books: A Catalogue and Some Comment Concerning the Shop and Workers at East Aurora, N.Y.
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Norman Rockwell—in series such as the Illustrated Modern Library developed by Harry N.
Abrams for Random House before Abrams founded his own publishing house.27 One could say
that the art status of books was already well-established, but in both traditional book publishing
and in the realm of artist books there were notable changes in the postwar era—Tebbel calls this
period “The Great Change.” During this time, bookstores and publishers boomed, both trade and
small press publishers prioritized design and production, and most notably, the book trade
evolved from “a relatively small, homogenous business” to a “community of large corporate
enterprises, most owned by conglomerates.”28 Buchloh hypothesizes that because books were so
central to questions of authorship and mechanical reproduction, “[A]rtists engaging with the
medium in the 1960s had to claim that their books would function as purely communicative
instruments that were cheaply made and easily available.”29 He goes on to suggest that for this
reason, postwar artists used Xerox machines or other cheap production methods that
differentiated their work from the livres d’artistes associated with centuries past. Something Else
Press’s design aesthetic does not fit either of the two types of artist publishing that Buchloh
describes.
Unlike precious, handcrafted editions of years past—like those made by Morris and those
being created in Higgins’s time by artist organizations such as Editions MAT—Something Else
Press books were more traditional in their construction and were mass-producible. Furthermore,
unlike cheaply-made deskilled works—as was the intent for Seth Siegelaub’s 1968 Untitled

27

Abrams, “Oral history interview with Harry N. Abrams.”

Tebbel, “The History of Book Publishing in the United States” Philip G. Altbach and Edith S. Hoshino, eds.,
International Book Publishing: An Encyclopedia. (New York: Routledge, 1995) 154.
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(Xerox Book)—, 30 Something Else Press publications advertised that they were painstakingly
designed, produced, and printed to the highest industry standard and were decidedly commercial
products. The design, production, and printing of Something Else Press books—more in line
with the larger publishing industry than other artists’ presses—are thus evidence that the Press
operated as a publisher first and foremost, using books as vehicles designed to convey artistic
ideas without necessarily assuming an artistic aura of their own.
While Something Else Press produced a few deluxe editions that approached the art as
book territory—most notably Alison Knowles’ The Big Book (1967) (Fig. 3)-, bespoke
handmade methods were more commonly used by George Maciunas in his publishing endeavors
through Fluxus Editions. Many publications by Fluxus Editions are packaged in a way that
obscures their craft labor and suggests that they were produced in large quantities through
factory or machine processes, but on the contrary, Maciunas’s works were hand-assembled by
artists. His operation did not use existing production channels as Something Else Press did, thus
it was difficult to automate the production of object-type publications such as Fluxkits and as a
result, the products were assembled by hand despite their mechanical appearance.31 The unusual
construction and small run of many Fluxus Editions products rendered them precious art objects.
By contrast, books created by Something Else Press were so close in form to works in the
commercial publishing industry so as to be—in many cases—indistinguishable. Higgins
emphasized and demystified the professionalized craft labor involved in producing Something

Else Press books and thus they lacked the aura afforded to Maciunas’s productions. In other
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words, Fluxus Editions created art that mimicked publishing, while Something Else Press was
actually a publisher.
Because they were hand-assembled, often as one-offs on-demand, Fluxus Editions had a
limited audience and print run. Even Maciunas’s most book-like book, known as An Anthology,
or Fluxus I, was stamped by hand and the otherwise loose sheets were only bound individually
with metal grommets when someone ordered a copy.32 It is thus difficult to determine the full
print run of Maciunas’s productions, though some were apparently as low as two copies.33 By
contrast, Something Else Press books, published in quantities of a few thousand, had the
potential to reach a wider audience. In publishing this way, Higgins seems to follow more
closely the directives outlined in Maciunas’s Fluxus Manifesto, namely to “Promote living art,
anti-art, promote NON ART REALITY to be fully grasped by all peoples, not only critics,
dilettantes and professionals.”34 (Fig. 4) Indeed, Anderson notes this asserting, “In some ways,
Something Else Press stayed closer to the original ideas of Maciunas than did Fluxus, publishing
large and beautiful editions concerning Happenings, poetry, Dada, events, architecture, art
theory, music, and literature.”35 Higgins achieves what Maciunas purportedly set out to do not
only by working within the language of the everyday but also by showing difficult-to-understand
work in a more accessible package.
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Fluxus Scholar Alice Centamore has referred to Higgins’s use of the book form as a
“Trojan Horse”—asserting that the average reader might accidentally open these familiar
packages to be greeted with contents intended for a more specialized art public.36 Something
Else designed books intended specifically to attract reader attention with bright colors, arresting
graphics, or compelling photographs. By working in a medium that could be “grasped by all
peoples, not only critics, dilettantes and professionals,” even if—as Maciunas’s stricken-through
“fully” suggests—they may not completely understand the content, Something Else was able to
realize Fluxus goals of integrating art and life. Arguably the Press attempted to “purge the world
of bourgeois sickness, ‘intellectual,’ professional, & commercialized” 37 by infiltrating and
working within these forms most directly associated with the intellectual, professional, and
commercial. In so doing, Higgins made the avant-garde material appear less daunting to the thenthriving middle class and perhaps, in the most optimistic of outlooks, made revolutionaries of
them, or at least served to épater la bourgeoisie through the controversial works illustrated,
discussed, or appearing within, which many did not view as art.
Higgins was not the only artist at the time publishing books that followed the conventions
of the industry while addressing the convergence of art and commerce. Artists such as Ed
Ruscha, for example, were also adhering to traditional binding and manufacturing conventions.
In her discussion of artists who create books, Claire Lehmann notes of Ed Ruscha’s bookmaking
practice, “If Pop artists focused our attention on the fascination of the everyday object through

techniques of scale, color, or material transformation, Ruscha’s books force us to attend to the
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quotidian through their impassivity and formal invention.”38 Something Else Press publications
were similarly unassuming as works of art, albeit with innovative design solutions that
nevertheless preserved the book format.
While Ruscha adhered to the binding and manufacturing conventions employed by
commercial presses, and while he claimed he was “not trying to create a precious limited edition
book, but a mass-produced product of high order” that had “none of the nuances of the handmade and crafted limited edition book,” 39 he printed the first edition of his first book, Twentysix
Gasoline Stations, in a limited run of 400 numbered copies. Although he later printed larger,
unnumbered runs in 1967 and 1969, Ruscha also only published his own books of his own work
and collaborated directly with a printer instead of operating within a commercial publishing
structure. 40 This contrasts with Higgins’s publishing practice significantly. Higgins published
Jefferson’s Birthday/Postface in an unnumbered run of 1200 and birthed a publishing house from
this work that went on to publish literature, artist’s books, books about art by artists, and
publications by non-artists or on non-art subjects that were nonetheless related to Higgins’s own
preoccupations or to those of artists in his circle. These books included witty market reports by
stock analyst Walter Gutman that incorporated references to the author’s artist friends, a reprint
of a guide to finding and eating wild mushrooms by Charles McIlvaine and Robert K.
MacAdam, and a hand-drawn and lettered guide to growing one’s own food during a short tenweek growing season by Cary Scher. Through the publication of these works within the same
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imprint, Something Else Press blurs the lines between art and not art, thus Higgins more
radically integrates his and his peers’ work into publishing’s commercial structures than Ruscha
does in his early publications.
Higgins’s design preferences did not always match those of the authors who wrote for
him. Barbara Moore notes that many “were less than happy with Dick’s elaborate, often flashy
designs for their volumes.”41 With the exception of the Great Bear Pamphlet series, which had a
common visual identity, Something Else Press books varied in design aesthetic. Even the Press’s
sporadic Newsletter used different typefaces for each issue, although its masthead retained a
consistent type treatment. In this respect, Higgins was working in accordance with larger trends
in book publishing, which were moving toward more varied designs, following trends set by
magazine publishers who were transitioning from using the same cover for every issue to
presenting a new cover with every installment and letting logotype communicate their brand.42
Therefore, Higgins’s approach to design was more consistent with that of a commercial
publisher: varying typeface and layout between publications to reflect the contents or audience of
each individual book and using only the publisher’s brand to connect the disparate titles.
While designs of Something Else Press books may have been flashy in the eyes of
Higgins’s more minimalist peers, the constructions of most of the Press’s publications remained
relatively uncomplicated, at least compared to other artist publications at the time. Something
Else Press books, with a few exceptions, did not challenge the book as a form—unlike

Maciunas’s publishing efforts, which either did not use the book form at all or significantly
disrupted it with inserts, envelopes, and loose pages, as in An Anthology. Higgins recognized that
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familiar forms were especially palatable to audiences. As he writes in “Statement on
Intermedia,” (1966) published by the Press in Wolf Vostell’s Dé-coll/age (décollage)
[D]ue to the spread of mass literacy, to television and the transistor radio, our sensitivities
have changed. The very complexity of this impact gives us a taste for simplicity, for an
art which is based on the underlying images that an artist has always used to make his
point.43
By placing avant-garde content in a simple and familiar package, Higgins had the potential to
reach the hands of a wider book-buying public.
For Higgins, it was not enough simply to publish the works of the avant-garde in a way
that could be easily accessed by the average reader—the works needed to be produced with highquality production methods that ensured their longevity and with design that served their
contents. Higgins combined innovative—though not necessarily transformative or radical—book
design with traditional production values that were conducive to mass manufacture, and he
generally worked with traditional materials that could be easily sourced within the existing book
trade. This approach was practical for financial and distribution reasons. As Jan Herman attests,
bookstores often refused to publicize mimeographed or handmade books in their sales catalogues
or even carry them in their shops at all. By using common bookmaking materials and design,
Higgins was able to mass produce his publications more affordably (unlike works in the livre
d’artiste tradition) and also ensure that traditional bookstores could circulate his publications
within the standard systems (unlike the ephemera created by many other artists of the time,
which was not conducive to the trade market).
Something Else Press books not only adhered to longstanding book design conventions
but also adopted emerging practices that became commonplace as the publishing industry began
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to evolve. Tebbel emphasizes that attention to jacket design, for example, did not become a
serious preoccupation of publishers until the late 1940s, at which point publishers realized the
marketing potential of what had previously been used only as protective covers.44 According to
Tebbel, books with flashy jackets (and paperbacks even more so) were perceived as appealing to
a mass audience.45 As Moore conveys in her account of the Press’s early years, “Dick resolutely
produced well-made book-like books, complete with cloth-covered boards and shiny dust
jackets.”46 Nearly all of the Something Else Press books are jacketed with these “shiny”
coverings, indicating that the Press was—at least in some respect—following standards and
trends set for books made to appeal to a mass-market public.
Though seeking to appeal to a larger readership, Higgins was not prepared to compromise
on quality. As Tebbel notes, “as jackets became more colorful, less attention was paid to the
bindings beneath them.”47 Unlike many other publishers creating books for a popular audience
and amid decreasing quality of trade editions due to rising costs, Higgins still paid special
attention to the bindings of Something Else Press books, which often featured thick boards;
debossed, foil-stamped covers and spines; dyed book blocks; and decorative head and tail bands.
The attention to these sorts of details are evidence of Higgins’s industry background and do not
appear on Ruscha’s books, for example.
When Higgins first started Something Else Press, he still worked on book production and
design for what he described as a scholarly publisher. In a letter to Moore, Higgins writes that he
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had discovered the Press’s first office at 160 Fifth Avenue when he saw that offices were for rent
near his current place of employment, which was located at 156 Fifth Avenue.48 Though he does
not mention the name of the publisher in his letter, a short biography on Higgins in the CalArts
Design School Archives indicates he was a production manager for Russell and Russell Inc.,49
which relocated to 156 Fifth Avenue in April of 1964.50 Higgins established Something Else
Press at the Fifth Avenue location around 1965.51 Though books he worked on for Russell and
Russell would have been exceedingly simple and traditional, Higgins would have also been
aware of Horizon Press, which was located at the same 156 Fifth Avenue address and published
books on new art including in 1965 The New American Arts edited by Richard Kostelanetz.
Kostelanetz was a friend and collaborator of Higgins, who wrote Breakthrough Fictioneers for
the Something Else Press in 1974. Horizon Press may have been a model for the Something Else
Press list as it also carried books on art, literature, theater, and music theory; poetry; novels; and
titles focusing on science, games, and artists’ ephemera. Like Something Else Press books,
Horizon publications are usually jacketed foil-stamped cloth hardcovers. Higgins’s background
in scholarly publishing—or publishing associated with education, research, or scholarship—and
exposure to other publishers’ work as someone working in design and production would have
made him particularly attune to details of a book’s bindings and production.
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Like many publishers emerging in the 1940s to the 1960s, Higgins generally deplored the
state of American bookmaking. Higgins believed that Something Else Press could provide
quality more on par with books in Europe. The preference for and desire to emulate European
design and manufacturing was not an uncommon refrain at the time. The printing quality in the
United States was seen simply not up to the standards of Europe bookmaking at the time, but
concerns about shipping issues or strikes abroad confined many publishers in the United States to
local vendors.52 Much of the discrepancy between printing in the United States and Europe was
due to a lack of access to the latest technology. As Higgins put it, “[The printer in the United
States] has to make do with a level of equipment and technology that would give a German or
Dutchman the giggles.”53 One publisher in particular that shared Higgins’s admiration for
European printing was Harry Abrams. The similarities between Something Else Press and art
publisher Harry Abrams Inc. are striking, a comparison that was realized and commented upon at
the time; the first mention of Something Else Press in The New York Times defines it as “a sort of
underground Harry Abrams.”54 Both publishers were born in England, moving to the United
States at a young age, and both messaged their houses as possessing superior bookmaking
standards (comparable to those of Europe) and championed careful and artful typesetting.55
Higgins and Abrams sought to prove that there was a U.S. market for high-quality scholarly
books on art. In order to get his desired result, Abrams moved much of his production overseas,
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but despite this preference for printing equipment found abroad, Higgins printed most of his
titles in the United States, which would have afforded him more control over the printing
process.
For both Higgins and Abrams, putting together a book was a craft worthy of recognition.
The publishers set about educating the public on the process of producing a book as a way of
asserting the quality of their production. For both publishers, this emphasis was likely equal part
personal conviction and marketing strategy. In reviews of art books in the twenty-first century,
the physical aspects of a book including the quality of paper, binding, and color reproduction are
rarely discussed—unless it is exceptionally good or exceptionally poor. In the 1960s, however,
comments on printing and binding quality were relatively commonplace—especially titles that
were associated with the arts. Printing and binding quality was also more likely to be emphasized
by publishers in marketing copy. Both Abrams and Higgins speak about quality in various
interviews, but Higgins felt so strongly about quality book production that as an introduction to
his 1965–66 sales catalogue, he wrote an essay entitled, “What to Look for in a Book—
Physically.”
The sales catalogue is the Press’s first and features the first full year of its production—
with Higgins’sJefferson’s Birthday/Postface, published in 1964, also included. The banner essay,
aimed at the consumer, is written very accessibly and provides detailed information on
bookmaking and how to separate the wheat from the chaff in the densely populated world of

postwar publishing. In many ways, this quasi-manifesto harkens back to William Morris’s note
on the aims in founding Kelmscott Press, which situates Morris’s endeavor in the context of
other non-artist publishing of the day. Both Higgins and Morris comment on the problems with
books by other publishers and cite these issues as a reason for starting their respective publishing
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houses. Perhaps most notably, both figures comment that most publishers spend all their funds
on large, poorly set type and neglect the binding of their books. Seven decades before Something
Else Press was founded, when Morris voiced his complaint, he emphasized he typeset Kelmscott
publications so as to place clear but minimal divisions between the words and space them evenly
whereas “[m]odern printers, even the best, pay very little heed to these two essentials of seemly
composition”56 While Morris’s solution was to go back to medieval principles of bookmaking
and Higgins saw a new way forward, it is notable that both artists consider their work as an
advancement of current publishing practice.
Writing two decades after Higgins’s catalogue, Tebbel reports on issues surrounding
book design and production in the postwar era in the United States noting that, “the decline in
quality of design during the war was seen in crowded typography, cheap paper and cover
material, and sometimes poor craftsmanship.”57 Higgins evidently agreed with Tebbel in his
lukewarm evaluation of American book design and production claiming in his text that “the
business of conventional design has led to an extreme deterioration in the quality of hardcover
editions.”58 Higgins viewed binding as one of the essential aspects of hardcover books, given that
it is what differentiates these books from cheaper paperback volumes and that the basic utility of
the hardcover is its longevity and durability. His emphasis on the importance of bindings in
“What to Look For in a Book—Physically” was also undoubtedly a sales pitch, advertising that
Something Else Press books were well-worth their price.
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It seems that for Higgins the production quality was even more important than the books’
contents. A frustrated letter from editor Emmett Williams (who succeeded Moore) expresses
concerns over the editorial standards for the sales catalogue in particular. He writes “‘What to
Look for in a Book—Physically’ won’t be worth looking for if your editing is sloppy,” adding,
“if we are to crusade for Intermedia, then we should attempt to look literate or people will think
we are barking up the wrong tree.”59 Higgins’s emphasis on promoting production (even over
editorial concerns) in his sales catalogue evinces his belief in the value of sturdy craftsmanship
and surprisingly traditional bookmaking principles utilized in most of the Something Else Press
books.
Despite Higgins’s focus on the book and his writings that indicate his convictions in
producing publications that were up to a certain production standard, an in-depth visual analysis
has not been conducted on most of the publications produced by the Press. In the literature of the
time and in evaluations of the Press after its collapse, design, production, and printing are often
mentioned, but not elaborated upon. In a visual analysis of Something Else Press books, it is
important to emphasize Tebbel’s assertion that, “things made mechanically could still be
beautiful in a unity of form and function.”60 Higgins posed this another way, relating the
qualities of a well-made book to the hermeneutic metaphor of blending horizon between reader
and writer. He notes that while artists’ books may not reflect the art that they claim to represent
directly, the experience of a well-designed book that marries appearance to content can result in

similar—or perhaps even more intimate—transfer of ideas from artist to reader than a work of
art. As Higgins puts it:
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[T]he text has been distorted, it’s been changed, it’s been modified. I may not even read
every word of it, but the way that it’s presented to me brings me into close contact with
the artist’s horizon and my own horizon is distorted and I remember it, feeling it in a
strong way when I go away if it works at its best.
In this case, the book works as the translator between artist and reader. Something Else Press
publications perform this service, and unlike many other publishers (at least in Tebbel’s
estimation), Something Else Press did learn this lesson of the Bauhaus, relying on design to help
communicate the message. Thus an investigation into how the publications are made, the
materials used, and the design choices employed is essential to understanding the Press’s output
and Higgins’s larger artistic ambitions.
Design of Something Else books operated within the financial and technical constraints
of the publishing industry. Presumably to keep costs down, the covers for the books printed in
the first few years of the Press were done only in two colors. In offset printing, the full range of
color is usually generated through a four-color process, using layered combinations of cyan
magenta, yellow, and black. Publishers may also use spot colors which involves mixing the color
before it is put into the press instead of layering on the sheet. This was likely the technique used
to achieve the bright green on the cover of Jefferson’s Birthday/Postface. The restriction of only
using two colors was undoubtedly presented a design challenge, but despite this limited palette,
Higgins created a remarkable variety in these early books, which is evidence of his schooling and
expertise in book production. In a lecture about the Press, Higgins points out that by using mixes
of Cyan and Magenta on Ray Johnson’s The Paper Snake he was able to create a variety of hues
that make it appear as if the book was printed using a more expensive four-color process instead
of two (Fig. 5). 61 Higgins chose a conventional trim size of 8.5 × 10.75 for The Paper Snake,
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but by binding in on the short edge so that the book has a horizontal orientation, Higgins made
subtle reference to the postcard—the medium through which many of Johnson’s original works
were transmitted.
Like most commercial presses, Something Else invested more heavily in projects likely
to appeal to a larger audience and result in a higher return on investment. Tellingly, one of the
first books the Press published with a more expensive full-color jacket was Claes Oldenburg’s
Store Days (Fig. 6). Though the interior was printed primarily in black ink, the book contains
twenty-four full-color pages inserted between the signatures (a unit of sixteen pages that fit on
one press sheet) with no tipped-in pages. The book is eight signatures long and a sheet of color is
wrapped around every signature except for the first and eighth, resulting in two pages of color
sheets between each signature, except for between the first and second and the seventh and eight
where there is only one double-sided page of color. There are four instances where black-andwhite texts or images appear on the obverse of one of the sheets printed in full color, suggesting
that the organization of the contents superseded monetary concerns as these sheets could have
been consolidated. The production and printing of Store Days would have been more expensive
than the two-color The Paper Snake, and thus represents a bigger investment for the Press. The
more expensive treatment and the generous print run of 5,000 copies (the largest first run
undertaken by the Press at that time)62 suggests that Higgins intended this book for a wider
audience, especially as it followed Allan Kaprow’s Assemblage, Environments, and Happenings,
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published a year prior by Abrams, of which Higgins was aware as it was announced in
Something Else Newscard #5.63
Just as The Paper Snake design aimed to unify aesthetic considerations with the book’s
contents, the design of Store Days also attempts to put form in service of subject matter. The
cover features a photo by Robert R. McElroy that shows Oldenburg hunched over in the lower
right corner, his face almost completely obscured by a rounded hat, a large black trench coat, and
his left hand, on which his wedding ring is distinctly visible. To the left, a woman (his then-wife
Patty) sits on a throne of pillows. Her left leg is outstretched, showing a black ballet flat that is
rubbed grey at the toe and her brightly colored tights, a robin’s egg blue. She munches on a white
substance, the balance of which she holds in her left hand. The photograph is bordered at top and
bottom with a black bar that is about one inch at the top and three and a half inches at the bottom
where the book’s title and author line are placed. The full title, Store Days: Documents from The
Store (1961) and Ray Gun Theater (1962), does not appear on the cover. Instead, it is
abbreviated to Store Days, in yellow type, which stands out against the black background.
Oldenburg’s name is shown above the abbreviated title. Though it appears to be part of the title
on the jacket because it is written as a possessive, his name is not included in the title on the
copyright page. The use of the possessive allows Oldenburg’s name to appear first, rather than
below the title as a byline. It also emphasizes the documentary and archival nature of the
publication, asserting that the book contains records of Oldenburg’s “Store Days”—drawings,

notes, posters, and photographs created during the activity—rather than an account conveyed
after the fact. Oldenburg’s name is colored to match almost exactly the blue of Patty’s leggings
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in the photograph. Apart from unifying the design visually, this detail may also be a subtle nod to
Patty’s importance in the construction and implementation of Oldenburg’s work. The type lines
up with the edge of Oldenburg’s right shoulder as if to identify the obscured figure as the artist.
Furthermore, the effect of the black edges around the photograph almost recalls a film strip,
which seems to speak to both the medium of performance (suggesting that the image is merely
one moment in a much larger narrative) and the documentary nature of this publication, which
could be said to record these events much as a camera might.
The interior composition further emphasizes these associations with performance. Instead
of beginning—as is traditional—with the title or half-title page, the book opens with stage
directions: “Enter Papa Nosedrop waving a huge huge ugly object. From the sky all sorts of
valuable objects begin falling and sailing. Shirts, shoes, coats girdles, bras, electric thises and
thatses, The contents of the whole Sunday Edition!”64 In this sense, the book emulates a
happening, much like Allan Kaprow’s publication for Abrams, which also begins with false title
pages that invite the viewer to “Step Right In.”65 By including these stage directions, both
publications encourage audience participation and imitate the art they illustrate. This
participatory instruction also suggests a destabilization of the single author that had already been
explored in performance and was being theorized in literary criticism by Roland Barthes at the
time of this book’s publication. In addition to involving the reader as partial author, the book also
lists Emmett Williams as a creative collaborator in the book, expanding the definition of

authorship and acknowledging the labor that goes into editing a publication.
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Though the design and construction of most of the Press’s books are not often discussed,
the work with perhaps the most publicized design is one Higgins’s own text, foew&ombwhnw,
published in 1969 (Fig. 7). The book is often mentioned for good reason as its use of form to
support the content is exceptional. Bound like a prayer book with black, faux-leather binding; a
rounded flexible board; and a book block with red-dyed edges; the construction suggests that the
book is both a magnum opus and an object of worship. The text is printed on thin Bible paper
and is divided into four thin columns per spread. The four columns each contain a different type
of art from a different point in Higgins’s artistic life, from sketches and scores to poetry and
theoretical essays. The front and back cover and spine are stamped in gold foil. Higgins avoids
referencing only Christian ideologies by stamping a gold ying-yang symbol on the back cover,
perhaps alluding to the avant-garde’s interest in eastern philosophy at the time and hinting at the
unified presentation of the different parts of his practice that Higgins hoped to achieve in the
interior.
foew&ombwhnw is a book about bookmaking as much as it is a reflection of Higgins’s
life work up to that point. The book seems to lampoon a traditional publication, including a
“Publisher’s Preface” written by Higgins in the third person, and a dedication page that simply
says “dedication.”66 The preface explains that the book’s unusual title is an acronym for Freaked
Out Electric Wizards & Other Marvelous Bartenders Who Have No Wings, and indicates that the
author has divided the text up into four separate sections because “there are many similar

mushrooms which are unaware that they are unrelated even though botanists have put them into
separate phyla.”67 This seemingly nonsensical comment is clearly a metaphor for the arts in the
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book, which for Higgins are related, even though they are classified as different by scholars on
the subject. Apart from resembling a religious text, the column mechanism used for
differentiating the different parts of Higgins’s practice recalls the formatting of multilingual
volumes. The structure not only evinces Higgins’s belief in the hermeneutic of books in general,
but by seeming to suggest an equivalency between the different aspects of Higgins’s practice, the
four columns create an interpretive relationship between his poetry, drawings, scores, and critical
writings that is subject not only to Higgins’s arrangement but also to the interpretation of each
individual reader.
While the design of foew&ombwhnw is more often mentioned than other works published
by Something Else Press—perhaps because the aesthetic similarities to a prayer book directly
reflect Fluxus’s ironic and playful recontextualization of everyday objects—Fantastic
Architecture, published just one year later, is equally, if not more ambitious, in its attempt to
unify design and content. In fact, Higgins identified it as one of the “most important books [the
Press] ever did” and it is probably the most technically complex.68 The book was printed in
Germany. Higgins is quick to point out the European provenance, claiming that he printed
abroad because he “wanted to have available in America something that looks like these fantastic
German design books that we don’t have the equipment to do in America.”69 The book, a
collaboration between Wolf Vostell and Higgins, contains works by thirty-six different
contributors, including visual artists, performers, writers, and architects.

The jacket of this publication features an artwork by Richard Hamilton (Fig. 8a). The
collaged photograph depicts a colossal Hamilton towering over the Guggenheim’s Frank Lloyd
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Wright building (opened eleven years earlier, in 1958). Armed with an airbrushing gun,
Hamilton appears to be spraying the Guggenheim, which is tinted with a golden sepia on the
jacket. Undoubtedly a reference to Hamilton’s The Solomon R. Guggenheim (Gold), 1965-66
(Fig. 9), the cover provides a clue that the book is not about great buildings, but rather art that
approaches architecture or architecture that is also art. The title, which borrows its name from a
turn-of-the-century architectural style associated with Antoni Gaudi, further suggests that the
book’s contents contain architecture that is more idea than functional structure. The title, authors,
and Something Else imprint are layered on top of Hamilton’s collage in all capital letters in white
font on a strip of black background. The typeface and treatment are reminiscent of embossing
type used in handheld label making machines, a technology invented in 1958 that became widely
used in the 60s and 70s.70 Merging technology, art, and architecture, the cover strongly supports
the book’s contents, which features architectural plans—most of them physically impossible to
realize—by artists, poets, and experimental architects.
The construction of this book would have required substantial design planning. Creative
captions generated by Higgins usually appear on translucent overlays that partially cover the
works of the artist so that one reads the text and sees the images simultaneously. Higgins thus
becomes a co-creator of each of the works that are covered by a translucent sheet, with his text
serving both as the work’s interpretation and as a visual element contributing to the artist’s
image. Most of the translucent papers are either wrapped around the edges of a signature or are
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must be tipped in. (Tipping in is when the printer glues individual leaves of paper into the book
block.) This process is more expensive, but the papers do not need to fall in between or in the
middle of signatures, which gives the designer freedom from the rigidity of the sixteen-page unit.
Because of the extra cost, publishers on a budget usually try to avoid tipping in whenever
possible, so when pages are tipped-in, it usually indicates that the placement of the page was
deemed essential.
There are two tipped-in pages in the Fantastic Architecture. The first tip-in is the
beginning and allows there to be three pages of transparent paper to open the book instead of
two. The three opening papers are unusual in that they are the only translucent pages to contain
handwritten text. Penned by Wolf Vostell, the text introduces the publication. It begins, “This
documentation of ideas and concepts of a new polymorphous reality is offered as evidence of the
new methods and processes that were introduced by Fluxus, Happenings, and Pop.”71 Vostell
goes on to claim that the non-traditional architecture presented in the book will realize a utopia
and bring about the freedom of men. The text is large and could have easily been made smaller
so that it occupied only two pages, thus eliminating the need for a tip-in. While practical time
considerations may have prevented Vostell from transcribing the text onto only two pages, the
third sheet seems to serve a conceptual purpose and is not solely to accommodate the length of
the text. Rather, having a third layer provides a peekaboo effect so that the reader slowly unveils
the title page and simultaneously obscures an image of the H-bomb test printed on the recto of

the endpaper. Only two sheets of translucent paper do not completely obscure the title page or
the H-bomb image. The tip-in is thus a conceptual device that allows the reader to enact the
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promise of the text and bring about the freedom of men (obscuring the H-bomb) by embracing
the new architecture (unveiling the title page) (Fig. 8 b–e).
The second tip-in, which carries Caption 13, seems to have been added for a more
pedestrian reason. It is glued between two handwritten notes. One is a letter to Vostell from
musician Philip Corner; the other is a note signed by Ben Vautier. Corner’s letter seems to be a
late addition to the book as he asks before signing off, “Could you add it to the other paper? Dick
suggested [it] might not be too late.”72 The tip-in may not have been part of the original design. It
is the only piece of translucent paper where the text appears backward on the right-hand page.
This requires the reader to turn the translucent sheet to the left before reading the caption. At
first, the reversed type seems like a mistake, like the printer glued the sheet in incorrectly, but
this is also the only tip-in that appears between the works of two different artists.
Orienting it so that the reader is forced to view both pages on either side of the tip-in
before reading it, helps make sense of Higgins’s caption, which discusses both Corner and
Vautier, but the most important function of the tip-in is to identify the contributors on either side.
Vautier’s sign off of “Ben” is easy enough to read, especially when the reader flips to the
following pages where the signature appears multiple times, but Corner, who signs his letter Phil,
writes in a near-illegible scrawl. His other text, which is typewritten, appears on the recto of the
letter, and it is not clear at all that they are works by the same person. The tip-in thus
accommodates the late additions and waylays any confusion that would have certainly occurred

without it. The design and production choices made for this volume aptly demonstrate the
creative and practical considerations that accompanied the production of all Something Else
Press publications. It could be said that the Press’s books were fantastic architecture in their own
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right “creating space, which may or may not be functional, but which is always at least relevant
to the sensory environment in which we live,”73 as Higgins puts it in his introduction to the book.
After this peak around 1970, Higgins gradually began to tire of the responsibilities of the
Press, abruptly financially extricating himself and resigning his position as publisher and from
the Press’s board in 1973. While his reasons for leaving the Press in 1973 were manifold,
including his dwindling finances and health problems associated with excessive drug and alcohol
use, his perceived loss of control over Something Else designs was also an important factor in his
departure. In fact, Higgins attributes his resignation to the botched cover design of Cancer in My
Left Ball by John Giorno.74 As Higgins tells it, the printer misinterpreted his design instructions
for the jacket, which Giorno and Press editor Jan Herman refused to let him correct (due to the
time and cost involved in amending it, no doubt), resulting in “the ugliest jacket that the Press
ever did.”75 As the finances for the Press ran thin and Higgins was not able to create publications
to his exacting production and design standards that bridged the gap between reader and author,
the lack of artistic autonomy frustrated him and in part precipitated his financial abandonment of
Something Else.
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Chapter 2. Funding and Distribution
Higgins’s book foew&ombwhnw opens with a short poem dated to January 1, 1968, that
tellingly ends with the line, “now about those invoices.”76 As with many publishing houses, the
biggest challenges for Something Else Press were the two related challenges of funding and
distribution. Even publishing ventures that eventually achieve financial success are usually
unprofitable in their first few years due to high overhead costs. As such, the industry all but
demands that publishers use their own wealth to subsidize their publishing endeavors, go into
debt, or raise the money for the first few years’ publications in another way. While some
publications received outside funding, Something Else Press was an organization that relied
primarily on the wealth of its founder.
Dick Higgins was born into a wealthy family who earned its fortune in a steel business
centered in Worcester, Massachusetts. Higgins inherited his small fortune in 1963, just before
founding the Press. According to his daughter and Fluxus historian, Hannah Higgins, the lion’s
share of the funding for the Something Else came from Higgins’s family money.77 Because of his
financial privilege, Higgins did not need to turn a profit to continue publishing books. Owing to
the finances necessary to publish books continuously, many artists—like Ed Ruscha—selfpublished their own projects in small runs, published through their gallery, or worked with
existing publishers. Something Else Press functioned as an artist-run version of the latter,
treating artists as authors and providing them with advances and royalties. In this arrangement,

the Press handled the business aspects including design, printing, finances, licensing, and
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distribution. At the end of its first year of business, Something Else Press made $8,105.85 in
sales but spent $17,742.19 on manufacturing and operations, leaving the company $9,535.34 in
debt.78 Despite these significant losses, Higgins retained the economic organization of a
commercial publisher. The financial structure of Something Else Press and its efforts to
distribute its publications are perhaps the strongest argument for situating the Press as part of the
larger global publishing industry.
Higgins rarely mentions his financial contributions to the Press in the many histories of
Something Else that he wrote and presented in lectures, and he affects a certain disdain for
wealth in most of his interviews, even criticizing artists who work with expensive materials.
When speaking about Jenny Holzer’s work at the 1990 Venice Biennale, he groused, “I don’t
begrudge these artists their money, but I think that flaunting their wealth is not the way to make
the message stick. The best thing to do with wealth is to increase the magnetic outreach of the
thing, so that you can reach more people with your message.”79 Undoubtedly “increasing the
magnetic outreach” of his work and the work of his peers is how Higgins perceived his monetary
contributions to Something Else Press. While Higgins did attempt to bring attention to the
expenses and labor involved in publishing, the fact that he obscures the extent of his financial
involvement in public accounts of the Press is problematic.
On the bankruptcy paperwork filed on December 20, 1974, in Vermont—the Press had
moved with Higgins from New York to West Glover, VT and had shifted its warehouse to

Barton, VT in 1972—Higgins is listed as the biggest creditor, accounting for over 90% of the
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Press’s total debts. He is listed as being owed $395,160 (the equivalent of just over 2 million
today when adjusted for inflation) for loans he had made to the company during the course of its
decade-long life.80 A separate enumeration of the loans he made to the Press indicates that the
Press received a steady stream of funding from Higgins’s family coffers. From 1966 to 1972 he
consistently gave multiple sums of over $1,000 every year with some years being more heavily
funded than others. In 1969 alone he claimed to have dedicated over $70,000 to the company.81
While the Press did receive grants for certain projects of which Fantastic Architecture—funded
by the recently established National Endowment for the Arts—was an example, given the
astronomical contribution from Higgins’s pockets, it is clear the Press could not have existed
without his financial support. Not surprisingly, when he suddenly withdrew this assistance in
1973, Something Else quickly collapsed under the weight of its debts to the forty-one creditors,
in addition to Higgins, listed on the bankruptcy report.
Nearly all of the money owed was for manufacturing costs. Only one author was listed in
the IRS paperwork (Cary Sher, author of The Ten Week Garden, published in 1973).82 At the
time of filing, the Something Else inventory totaled $93,620 at cost but could only be
remaindered for a fair market value of $10,000.83 In his accounts of the Press’s history, Higgins
does not adequately acknowledge the Press’s drastic change in finances, instead attributing the
ultimate failure of the Press to his successor Jan Herman’s inability to “light cigars” with
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foundation directors who might help with grants.84 Other than to blame Herman, Higgins does
not mention grant funding in his accounts of the history of the Press. He records all other aspects
of the Press in such detail that this seems like an intentional omission and suggests an attempt to
obscure the fact that the funding primarily came from Higgins himself.
In any case, Higgins did not enjoy raising funds to mitigate the production costs of
Something Else Press books, especially as his career progressed. He hoped financial
responsibility for Something Else would be taken over by an institution. As he put it,
In 1969 I was really at my wit’s end. I had become fairly well-known as an artist and
writer myself, and I really didn’t have time to do all the fundraising for Something Else
Press, so one of the things that I hoped would happen was that a new college in California
would adopt us as sort of a university press for them.85
The school Higgins refers to here is CalArts, where he taught briefly. Higgins likely perceived
CalArts, founded and funded by Walt Disney, as the potential end to his financial woes. Though
Higgins would resign his post within a year of his hiring and go on to criticize the school
heavily,86 his desire to combine forces with CalArts indicates that he was following publishing
industry trends.
Mergers between small presses and bigger companies or institutions were common at the
time and usually the next step in the expansion of a small press. Art publisher Harry N. Abrams,
Inc., for example, merged with communications conglomerate Times-Mirror in 1966.87 Higgins
also would have experienced mergers firsthand on a smaller scale when Atheneum Publishers,
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founded by Alfred A. Knopf Jr., bought Russell and Russell in 1965, where Higgins was then
working as a production manager.88 While most university presses were founded specifically for
the school by faculty or alumni, university presses, like the rest of the publishing industry
experienced a boom at this time, and Higgins must have viewed CalArts as more of a corporate
opportunity given the school’s wealthy benefactor. Mergers meant more funding, but they also
often resulted in pressures to produce more profitable publications. For example, Abrams’s
house went from publishing books like Allan Kaprow’s Assemblage, Environnements, &
Happenings in 1966 to Gnomes by 1977—a book illustrating the lives of these fictional creatures
that became the company’s first New York Times bestseller.89 For a small press, mergers could
mean longevity, but they also meant a change in focus and audience.
While Higgins might have hoped to relinquish some of the financial burdens of the Press
to CalArts, the university never became the Press’s parent institution, and Higgins further burned
that bridge with his inflammatory comments about the school’s poor organization, lack of
funding, and disregard for marketable skills in the formation of their curriculum.90 Though a
merger with a corporation would inevitably differ from a merger with a university, the outcome
is the same: the parent institution ends up in some ways dictating the priorities of the press, an
issue that Higgins later addressed in a Something Else Newsletter that outlines problems with the
publishing industry as he saw it. Though it contained no advertisements for forthcoming
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publications as other newsletters had, and was never distributed to the mailing list, 91 the fact that
this essay was flowed into the newsletter template indicates that Higgins was considering this
critique of the industry part of the Press’s official history. After a brief introduction, he
comments on the merger phenomenon:
The book industry is the most stupid and most corrupt of all in the country. What should
be part of an information flow is part of a very possessive information monopoly. For
reasons I’ll shortly explain, publishers don’t make money on books. They make them on
rights, reprints, movie permissions, magazine serializations. And every time an
independent publisher gets bought up by an information conglomerate, even if the Big
Corp leaves the publisher alone pretty much and doesn’t really interfere with it
editorially, the motivation is removed to do important work or, in fact, to do anything
besides turn a profit.92
Higgins’s criticisms of mergers are interesting in light of his intentions for CalArts, but they also
demonstrates how quickly the publishing industry was changing at the time—mergers quickly
moved from being seen as a mutual benefit for larger companies and smaller publishers to being
seen as a necessary evil to keep small presses afloat.
As a smaller publisher, and as is still true for small publishers today, the biggest obstacle
Something Else faced to reaching a broader public was distribution. Books were more difficult to
sell if they did not make it into bookstores. For most of its operating years, Something Else
handled its own distribution. Early on, the Press also distributed foreign books to the United
States through Higgins’s artist connections. The imports that Higgins distributed were primarily
Fluxkit-style editions as well as some books similar in construction and content to Something
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Else’s offerings.93 Higgins also used his connections to get distribution for Press books abroad.
The 1967–1968 catalogue lists distributers in Toronto, Villefranche-sur-Mer, France (likely
through George Brecht and Robert Filliou who were living there at the time), and Frankfurt am
Main (through concrete poet Franz Mons’ Typos Verlag).94 A Something Else Newsletter dated
February 1967 also lists the Schröder en Dupont bookstore as the Press’s distributor in
Holland.95 While it is unclear how many Press publications these outposts sold, Higgins’s
commitment to distributing not only Something Else books but also those of artists abroad
suggests that in its first years the Press was at least marginally successful in distributing books to
a few select booksellers worldwide.
In Something Else Press’s first newsletter, a joint advertisement for the Press’s A Primer
of Happening & Time/ Space Art by Al Hansen and The Four Suits by Philip Corner, Alison
Knowles, Benjamin Patterson, and Tomas Schmit notes that readers can purchase the books
directly through Something Else Press, at Gotham Book Mart, the 8th Street Bookshop, or
Wittenborn & Company.96 These specialized shops—associated with contemporary artists and
beat poets—were likely personal contacts of Higgins, and the books would have primarily
reached artists, poets, and those already interested in their work. This indicates that the
publications likely had a limited reach under Something Else Press’s distribution.
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The ad for Four Suits and A Primer of Happenings & Time/Space Art also notes that the
books are available “through your favorite bookdealer anywhere.”97 In future advertisements and
book listings, no specific bookstores are named. Instead, the reader is instructed to order books
from Something Else Press or ask for it wherever books are sold. While it was more common for
bookstores to order specific volumes for their clients before the advent of online retailers such as
Amazon, this system required potential readers to know about the book prior to traveling to the
store. Because buyers needed to be in-the-know, there was less of a chance of the casual browser
discovering Something Else Publications at a bookstore, which minimalized the desired “Trojan
Horse” effect of Something Else Publications.
With the goal of making its books more widely available and sharing advertising and
distribution costs, Something Else Press joined forces with other publishers from 1969 until 1972
to form the co-op distribution channel Small Publishers’ Company (later renamed The Book
Organization).98 At its beginning, the co-op included presses Aperture, Croton, Frontier, and The
Jargon Society in addition to Something Else.99 While Croton and Something Else eventually
folded, the other three original publishers are still extant, with Aperture being perhaps the bestknown. Something Else shared warehouse space and sales representatives with these four other
publishers. The co-op hired twelve salespeople when the organization began.100 As an alternative
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to a merger, The Book Organization allowed several smaller presses to share costs on things like
advertising, book fairs, and warehouse space.
Michael Hoffman, the publisher at Aperture, was also the founder and manager of The
Book Organization, which may have presented a conflict of interest. Higgins reports being
displeased with the distribution for some time, especially the focus on sales and expansion of the
co-op rather than the basic functions of the business such as order fulfillment.101 By 1972, the
organization grew to ten presses, adding Big Rock Candy Mountain, Corinth Books, Eakins
Press, Glide Publications, and both the Pasadena Art Museum’s and Portola Institute’s
publishing programs to the roster.102 At that time The Book Organization maintained ten
salesmen and a partnership with Idea Books, which distributed publications in Paris and Milan.
Besides the cities covered by Idea Books, The Book Organization represented its clients abroad
in Helsinge, Denmark and Bucks, England. Nationally, they employed three sales representatives
based in California. The remained hailed from Connecticut, Illinois, Louisiana, New Jersey, and
Pennsylvania.103 While Something Else Press books may have reached all of these areas, with its
list competing against nine other publishers and the fulfillment issues that Higgins cites, it is
unclear how extensive this network really was.
Another way Higgins generated awareness for his books was through book fairs and
licensing. Just before withdrawing his financial support for Something Else Press, Higgins
attended Frankfurt Book Fair, still the most important trade fairs for publishers. He sold enough
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books to pay off the cost of the fair booth and also sold Norwegian rights for The Ten Week
Garden by Cary Scher.104 He later claimed the book on gardening in climates with a short
growing season became a bestseller there.105 Book fairs, especially those overseas, were also an
important way to sell and distribute books to a wider audience and to generate money through
rights income.
In the publishing industry, sales teams often give feedback on book designs and make
suggestions on how to make a publication more saleable. From Higgins’s account, The Book
Organization’s sales representatives also had a surprising amount of pull in design decisions,
much to Higgins’s dismay. In a lecture on the Press, Higgins showed a slide of a more minimal
version of the binding of John Cage’s Notations. He lamented, “our salespeople insisted that we
should have our own name on the back cover and that there should be some type on the
spine.”106 Higgins was even more disturbed with changes requested (and implemented) in the
design of Jackson Mac Low’s book:
I was quite pleased with the jacket design that I did for Stanzas for Iris Lezak.
Unfortunately, our salespeople said that it looked too cheap […] the salesmen insisted
that I add color, so if you ever find this book, it is going to have a disgusting-looking
cover, which has sort of a purple panel all the way around it.107
The Press published Mac Low’s book in 1971 when the business relationship between Higgins
and Hoffman was on the way to litigation, suggesting that these intrusions into the books’
designs may have been one of the last straws for Higgins. Before working with Hoffmann,
Higgins reported that Something Else pulled in $65,000 in sales per year, with sales slowing to
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$22,000 a year by 1972.108 Higgins eventually sought legal action against The Book
Organization to extricate the Press from the distribution agreement and recoup those funds.109
The Press left The Book Organization at significant expense and after parting ways with its
distributor, Something Else Press went back to distributing its own books.
Finding ways to sell and distribute the Press’s books at home and abroad was one issue,
but disseminating the publisher’s Great Bear Pamphlets was another. These short texts priced
between 40 cents and $1.50 were a more affordable option than books and therefore had greater
potential to circulate, but “bookstores wouldn’t carry them. People liked them because they were
so inexpensive, but they got chewed up, or they got ripped off in the stores too quickly.”110
Rather than targeting traditional bookstores, Higgins may have been aiming to reach the newly
emerged mass-market paperback audience. According to John Dessauer, “What has become
known as the mass market for books developed shortly after World War II, when magazine
wholesalers were persuaded to distributed inexpensive paperbound books to the newsstands and
drug, chain, and variety stores they served.”111 Higgins's excitement about and emphasis on one
instance when a Great Bear Pamphlet was discovered in the produce section of a Berkeley co-op
suggests that he might have been attempting to target this market.112 While Higgins may have
wanted to reach this larger audience, there is no further record of the pamphlets being available
at drugstores or supermarkets apart from this one sighting. Ultimately, readers did not have easy
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access to the pamphlets, which were supposed to be the Press’s more financially accessible
offerings, because they were too ephemeral for traditional bookstores or and not commercial
enough for mass-market venues. Higgins claims that the pamphlets prevented the Press from
being dismissed as a group of “snobbish avant-gardists,”113 but these affordable publications
were difficult to sell within a system designed for books, which may have negated this effort
toward accessibility.
Even though they were difficult to distribute, Higgins likely viewed the pamphlet series
as an essential way of getting the work of his peers out into the world at an affordable price, in
contrast to the relatively high retail prices of Something Else’s other publications. Higgins even
seems to apologize for this in “What to Look for in a Book—Physically,” writing, “because of
our specialization, our prices have to be relatively high.”114 Books in the catalogue associated
with this essay were priced from $3.47–$60, about $24–$414 in 2019 when adjusted for
inflation. To defray the cost of production and presumably reduce the retail price, Higgins claims
he found a solution in reissuing the works of Gertrude Stein. In Higgins’s words, “It also seemed
to me that these avant-garde works of the present were not really very commercial and that one
of the things I could do was use works of the past to support works of the present.”115 Publishing
books on more popular topics to fund the books that were important to a publisher’s mission but
not likely to make money was a common practice in trade publishing. Harry N. Abrams, for
example, needed to raise enough capital to publish on contemporary art by releasing books on
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more popular masters which he called “old warhorses.”116 As Abrams noted, it was “almost
impossible to break even” on books on contemporary art.117 This presented a problem for
Something Else, which published contemporary art almost exclusively, and featured difficult art
and artists at that.
Higgins’s supposed solution begs the question: were the Stein reprints more profitable
than the other books on the Press’s list, or did Higgins have other motivations for reissuing these
works? Stein was out of copyright in the United States at the time, and so there were no rights to
clear, estate to pay, or author to compensate before the work could be published. Still, it is not
clear how much profit the Stein reprints generated for the Press, or if they contributed to the
other publications at all. The Stein books did take time and some financial resources. One
wonders whether some of the Press’s planned but unrealized publications might have come to
fruition had there not been so many Steins to print. As Peter Frank reports in his bibliography of
the Press, The Making of Americans, the first reissue of Gertrude Stein, was reprinted, with the
total quantity amounting to a little over 4,000 copies. The rest of the titles printed in a similar
quantity but were not reprinted.118 By contrast, works like Marshall McLuhan’s Verbi-VocoVisual Explorations, Emmett Williams’ An Anthology of Concrete Poetry, and Claes
Oldenburg’s Store Days each printed and reprinted in total quantities over twice that of each of
the Stein works, which seems to indicate that these more popular works may have partially
funded some of the publications of the historical avant-garde. It is worth noting that of the works

Higgins authored and published under the Something Else imprint, foew&ombwhnw was the
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biggest run at 4,000 copies, and none of his titles reprinted during the life of the Press,119
suggesting that the Stein books may have funded his own work.
In the Something Else Newsletter on book distribution, Higgins lays out the state of
publishing in 1973 in extensive detail. There is palpable venom and frustration in the tone of the
text, and it is evident that this missive represented Something Else’s breaking point, or at least
Higgins’s association with it. Apart from money, which was obviously a concern for Higgins as
the Press hurdled into bankruptcy despite his family funds (“he’d be lucky if he were left with a
penny,”120 Higgins quipped with regards to the publisher’s income after expenses), Higgins was
also getting frustrated with the responsibility of the Press by as early as 1969. As he put it later in
life, “My success as a publisher was making my success as an artist unlikely.”121 Though
Higgins aimed to demonstrate that book design, publishing, and printing were crafts worthy of
appreciation in their own right, the industry is inherently behind-the-scenes—with artists,
writers, and photographers receiving the recognition over editors, printers, and production staff.
His role as publisher did not give Higgins the artistic recognition afforded to his peers that he
promoted and published.
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Chapter 3. Advertising and Press
Among the more understudied aspects of Something Else Press’s activities are the
advertising efforts that it undertook, as well as the critical responses to the work at the time of
publication. The economic constraints of the Press certainly had repercussions on its marketing
strategy. Because of the need to conserve resources, Something Else ephemera often served
multiple purposes, whether it was to educate, exchange information, or advertise upcoming
projects. The problems around distribution made marketing and advertising tactics particularly
important. While many of the Press’s advertising and marketing efforts were rather traditional,
the most frequent and expensive marketing tool was the printed ephemera produced by the Press.
These marketing texts related more closely in form to other artist publishing activities that the
Press’s other publications as these works were ephemeral and distributed through the mail to a
select group. Higgins always tied the content to the Press’s publishing program, but these works
also provided Higgins with a consistent artistic outlet through the Press. Other than the books
authored by Higgins under the Press’s imprint, these advertising materials are perhaps the most
closely tied to Higgins's personal artistic practice, especially in relation to his critical writings.
Higgins’s first published his essay “Intermedia” in one of the Press’s advertising materials, for
example. As they could be produced more quickly and less expensively than books, newsletters,
news cards, and other objects sent by mail allowed Higgins to advertise the Press’s offerings
while publishing his own work. Like many artists at the time, Higgins used the format of

advertising as a vehicle to transmit ideas rather than merely a way of achieving financial gains.
In later accounts of the Press, Higgins suggested that his advertising efforts were rather
minimal and cost very little. He noted that Emmet Williams often tried to convince him to run
ads in The New York Times, but that Higgins deemed it too big of a financial risk with a dubious
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payoff.122 The Press certainly participated in low-cost ways to promote its titles: it announced
titles in Publishers Weekly, a free service, and sent gratis books out to reviewers and friends who
might write about them. While the Press worked with The Book Organization, its distributor ran
group ads that featured books by many publishers and thus lowered the cost of advertising for
each of the publishers featured.123 Despite other attempts to market its publications, perhaps the
most discussed and best-known efforts to market the books are the Something Else Newsletters
and news cards (Fig. 10 a, b). Though Higgins primarily authored the newsletters under his own
name, he occasionally wrote under the pseudonym Camille Gordon, who wrote “gossip”
columns sometimes called “Camille Reports” that relayed the comings and goings of artists in
Higgins’s circle and announced shows, performances, and new publications. The female
pseudonym recalls Marcel Duchamp’s Rrose Sélavy, but instead of folding the character into his
work as Duchamp did, Higgins used the name as way of differentiate the playful and sometimes
absurdist gossip column form his more serious essays published in the newsletters. Like the
Press itself, the Gordon pseudonym served as a vehicle for promoting Higgins’s work and that of
his friends and colleagues cloaked in such a way so as not to be confused with Higgins’s own
work, which he viewed as separate.
Even when creating Press ephemera, Higgins employed exacting production standards.
Though these works may appear to be cheaply produced through a mimeograph process, they
were actually created through an offset printing process. A Camille Reports card dated February

1969 and appearing before a year-long break in newsletter production announces the impending
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hiatus by asserting, “They’ve gotten pretty expensive to do. And right now we’re concentrating
on books.”124 This comment emphasizes not only the cost but the invisible labor that goes into
producing promotional materials. Even before “Distributing Books,” Higgins used newsletters
and news cards to reveal the labor and financial investment involved in publishing books, which
is largely unknown by the general public. Furthermore, in the theoretical texts written for the
newsletter, Higgins always credits his work with an author byline. This practice further separates
Higgins’s work from the work of the Press.
In addition to Higgin’s essays, news, and gossip, news cards and newsletters contained
advertisements for forthcoming and backlist titles from the outset. This seems to have been their
primary function, at least initially. The advertisements in the news cards were simple text-based
call outs, but many of the promotions in the newsletter mimicked advertisements in newspapers
and were designed with diverse type treatments and additional graphic elements such as book
cover illustrations and decorative borders. The newsletters also indicated where the books may
be purchased, which may have been a way to defray the issues the Press experienced with
distribution. Something Else’s advertising efforts in the newsletters extended past these small
call outs. The text of the newsletters usually written by Higgins also helped to market the books
by theorizing their contents in a concise and easy-to-understand way. As the texts accompanying
the advertisements became lengthier and more conceptual they became publications in and of
themselves and were eventually compiled into Higgins’s book foew&ombwhnw, thus providing

further evidence that Higgins viewed these works as part of his art practice and in some ways
distinct from his professional work on Something Else.
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While this type of targeted announcement may have limited the Press’s reach to a wider
public, it was probably also a conscious marketing strategy. Narrowing the messaging to those
already interested in this type of work (and those doing it themselves), the Press was focusing on
its key audience. As Dessauer notes, “Unlike many traditional trade houses, who operated largely
in ignorance and isolation from their readers, these independents were in close touch with
theirs…independent presses devised carefully targeted and individually tailored campaigns for
every one of their publications.”125 It was through these targeted mailings that Higgins
announced his titles but also justified them to his readership.
During the newsletter hiatus that Higgins as Gordon announced in the third edition of
Camille Reports, the Press—apart from concentrating on publishing books—also seemed to be
exploring alternate ways of advertising, namely by buying space in existing media with a proven
reach. A large ad for John Cages’s Notations appeared in an April 1969 issue of the Village
Voice of that year.126 (Fig. 11) The layout contains eighteen different type treatments that
decrease in opacity as they travel down the page. This varied use of fonts mimics the type
treatment in the book, co-designed by Alison Knowles. Though similar ad designs had appeared
in the newsletters, the new context outside of Press-generated media allows for it to be examined
in relation to other artists’ exploration of advertising.
That same year, Joseph Kosuth took out ads in various papers and magazines as works of
art.127 Kosuth’s piece used found text (definitions of the word existence) and allowed the

publication’s advertising team to design the type. The works do not credit the artist or the
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designer (Fig. 12). While both the Something Else Press ad and Kosuth’s artwork use the same
media, Kosuth seems to be eroding the idea of authorship as Higgins was extending it in the
Cage advertisement. Cage is credited twice—as author and designer, and Knowles is credited as
co-designer. The advertisement notes that the book features 270 composers and, furthermore,
Something Else Press is credited as publisher while Small Publishers Company is credited as
distributor. This multi-level authorship is a conscious acknowledgment of labor undertaken by
author, contributor, publisher, designer, and distributor. This recognition destabilizes the idea of
a single author; and made visible the people and functions that often go unacknowledged in art
production.
Though a commonplace notion in publishing, this crediting system was becoming less
common in art as conceptual artists moved away from the valuing of the artist's unique hand
through a process of conscious deskilling that highlighted the content of the work and minimized
evidence of craft. With works being manufactured or created through mechanical processes,
artists often intentionally or unintentionally obscured certain credits. This obstruction of the
evidence of labor was more difficult to achieve in the publishing industry where there were
already established norms for crediting contributors to the ideas, products, and processes.
Kosuth, for example, aimed to show the importance of the concept by completely obscuring
authorship; Higgins, in turn, emphasized the importance of process and collaboration by
acknowledging the many different authors associated with this publication. In recent year,

scholars have drawn attention to previously invisible labor—including, for example, Patty
Mucha’s role as manufacturer of Oldenburg’s early work. The extensive crediting employed by
Something Else Press in the Cage advertisement and elsewhere could be seen as a radical
recognition of often unacknowledged work. Of course, the names were also included for
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practical reasons of promoting sales (distributor), establishing a brand (publisher), and
associating that brand with both well-known and emerging names (author and designer).
In addition to print advertising in newspapers and the Something Else Newsletters and
Newscards, the Press also created other promotional objects such as balloons, buttons, and even
fortune cookies to serve as advertising for forthcoming publications.128 The pages of Publishers
Weekly reveal that Something Else was not the only house distributing tangentially related
objects as part of its marketing strategy. This practice was common, especially at trade fairs
where many trade publishers gave away ephemera and gifts to support and advertise their
publications. This included material as simple as a sales catalogue, tote bags, and free books to
something as outrageous as a “six-foot Snoopy doll worth $250”129 or, as was cited in The New
York Times, grape drink that, “if you wipe your mouth with your handkerchief, leaves a stain
which many a wife has insisted is lipstick.”130 Though widespread, details of publishing
promotional materials are often anecdotal or incomplete. In his introduction to International
Book Publishing: An Encyclopedia, Philip G Altbach notes:
Another problem with writings about publishing is that much of the material is “gray”
literature—consisting of pamphlets, newsletters, reports, conference papers, and the like.
Because of its ephemeral nature, this literature is quickly lost. Furthermore, it is not
catalogued and seldom makes its way into libraries.131
Mailing lists, sales catalogues, newsletters, and other ephemera are heavily referenced in
Publishers Weekly. Though some loss of data is inevitable, Something Else Press is unique
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because much of its ephemera is preserved. Most artists published by Something Else Press
already worked in ephemeral forms, most notably performance, mail art, and zines or chapbooks.
Despite the fact that much of the Press’s publishing ephemera benefited from an unusual
level of documentation and preservation, the full extent of the Press’s production in this area is
likely impossible to enumerate. For example, the Press advertised jumping discs with its logo on
them as a giveaway at the American Booksellers Association trade fair but these promotional
pieces were not recorded by Press historians Clay, Frank, or Friedman.132 It is possible that these
objects exist in one of the many archives that holds Something Else Press-related material, but it
is also likely that they were lost to time, or that they never existed. It may be the case that,
because Something Else skirted the line between art and publishing, collectors preserved
ephemera made by Higgins or other artists and discarded works by lesser-known artists or Press
workers as mere advertisements. Notably, Something Else reportedly distributed the jumping
discs at ABA, and the mostly book industry audience would have been less likely to collect this
type of object as art that artists or friends receiving works via mail.
Despite minor losses in Something Else’s record, much of the promotional material
survives. Unlike most commercial presses, Something Else Press was run by artists intent on
carving out their place in art history, and because many authors published by the Press have
since been collected by major art institutions, the ancillary materials that might have otherwise
been thrown away now reside in libraries and museum collections. In other words, because the

Press’s newsletters, sales catalogues, pamphlets, and other advertising materials were created by
artists at a time when the definition of art was changing, and therefore could be perceived as art,
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these materials were more likely to be saved than those created by trade or other small presses.
As a result, the history of the Press is more well-documented than those of more traditional
commercial presses, and may even serve as a case study of the kind of advertising ephemera
other small publishers created at the time.
Aside from ephemera, another major part of book publicity and marketing is reviews.
Publishers often solicit reviews from prominent figures associated with the book’s topic and
reproduce favorable quotes in advertisements or on the book cover or jacket flaps. Perhaps
tellingly, in a group ad with its distributor where other publishers quote reviewers such as The
New York Times Book Review or simply include a description, Something Else Press advertises
its books with pull quotes attributed to Higgins and editor Emmet Williams.133 Higgins and
Williams likely found themselves the ones most qualified to speak about the Press’s books, but
apart from its own marketing efforts, the Press also had the benefit of being promoted by major
publications in book reviews, though the Press sometimes suffered lampoons from mainstream
papers because of its unusual name or the challenging content it published.
Something Else Press figures into Robert Sylvester’s “Dream Street” in the Daily News,
which presents a tongue-in-cheek evaluation of the New York City streets in 1967. The piece
was syndicated to papers nationwide. Sylvester muses, “What can you buy to read at Something
Else Press Inc. on Fifth Ave.?” This query accompanies quips such as, “What do you suppose
they sell at Fume of Poppies. Co. at 1545 Broadway?”134 In Sylvester’s figuring, Something Else

is an example of the bizarre, impractical, and ironic features of New York City street culture.
Publishing circles also commented on the Press’s unusual moniker. In an account of a
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publisher’s presentation to a Vermont women’s club, Something Else Press and Unpublished
Editions Press (Higgins’s publishing project emerging after the collapse of Something Else) were
mentioned as “unusual press names,” though the article makes no mention of either of their
publishing programs.135 While its unique name drew attention to the Press, it was also a limiting
factor as it could provoke ridicule or take attention from the Press’s publishing program.
Even reviewers who were able to get past Something Else Press’s unusual name were
often puzzled by the contents of its books. While these authors took the Press seriously as a
publisher, they had trouble taking its publications seriously, usually due to a fundamental
misunderstanding of the intent or the intended audience of the books they were reviewing.
Perhaps the best example of this applies to a book entitled The Aesthetics of Rock. Published in
1970, the book claims to be “the first inside book of rock.”136 In his bibliography of the Press,
Frank notes that author Richard Meltzer was “intimate with the Rock scene and not yet entirely
engulfed by the hype” and “managed to listen to and hear the music for what it strives to be,
sonically and socially.”137 The book is thus more of a philosophical treatise on Rock and Roll
than a history or appreciation of the genre as the title may be construed.
In one review, entitled “Two Books on Rock and one Disaster,” Lee Winfrey quips
“After reviewing something over 300 books in the course of a sometimes red-eye life, I must
declare that The Aesthetics of Rock by R. Meltzer, comes very close to being the worst book I
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ever read.”138 He goes on to reproduce an excerpt from the book and offer a free record to
anyone who can decipher the author’s complex text. Finally, he concludes, “You have to assume
that Meltzer wrote the book as an ego trip, a 338-page put-on. But why Something Else Press
decided to publish it is beyond my ken.”139 The title of the book, which promises something a
little more popular likely contributed to the reviewer’s dashed expectations. Winfrey reviews
Meltzer’s work alongside The Sound of Our Time published by Quadrangle and Goldstein’s
Greatest Hits published by Prentice-Hall, both of which were more traditional histories of Rock
and Roll and not necessarily fair comparisons. It could be said that The Aesthetics of Rock thus
operated as an effective “Trojan Horse” that stealthily exposed the reader to the avant-garde, but
because Higgins wanted Something Else Press books to interest a wider audience, it seems that
this miscommunication is a failure rather than a victory; the bad review may have discouraged
more casual readers from picking up the title.
Despite the bad review in the Detroit Free Press, Meltzer’s book received positive
coverage elsewhere, ranging from a list of New York Daily News Christmas recommendations
advising that Meltzer’s book would “grow on you,” 140 to the Rockland County Journal’s ringing
endorsement that the book will be “the one to keep returning to when all the rest of the rock
commentaries have gone stale; it is historically the most important one.”141 In fact, when
reviewers covered Something Else Press books at length, they often received them positively
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reviews, though as is the case most publishers, only a few Something Else Press publications
garnered real media attention. The most commonly reviewed books were The Aesthetics of Rock
and William’s An Anthology of Concrete Poetry. The former garnered attention because it was
on a popular subject and could be fit into reviews of other Rock books. The latter filled a void as
the first anthology of its kind in the established field of Concrete poetry that surged in popularity
in the 1960s.
Something Else Press books also received reviews in major mass media outlets, which
was exceptional for a small publishing house. This included two features in Vogue’s Spotlight
Underground series by John Gruen, a critic, composer, and photographer who likely orbited the
same circles as Higgins. Something Else benefited from its personal connections with reviewers.
Donald Stanley, a friend of Emmett Williams consistently reviewed Something Else Press books
in a positive light while Williams was on staff. Stanley highlighted the books’ exceptional
production value and superior contents noting: “Its books are beautifully produced, solidly bound
and uncompromisingly selected. Except for the last quality they emulate the best of conventional
publishers. In that last quality, they exceed them.”142 By maintaining a circle of friends—many
of them artists and writers working day jobs at newspapers and magazines—Something Else
Press was able to reach a larger audience through the media in the form of book reviews.
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Chapter 4. Education
By virtue of its primary function as a receptacle for text and information, the book is
indelibly tied to education. The publishing industry not only provides a means to educate the
public, but it is also a beneficiary of a more educated populace; higher literacy rates result in
higher book sales. In his evaluation of book marketing in the United States, Dessauer notes that
“Armed Services Editions” (books provided to American soldiers while on active duty)
contributed to the growth of postwar book publishing, along with increased access to college
education through the G.I. Bill and a glut of government funding for education instigated by the
advancements of the Soviet Space Program beginning in 1957.143 Instances of words like
education, learning, and teaching more than doubled in the pages of Publishers Weekly from the
1940s to the 1960s. Something Else Press was part of the book boom resulting from the higher
education levels after World War II. In fact, Something Else editor Emmett Williams had
contributed to the advent of this rapid increase in literacy by working as a features editor for the
Stars and Stripes newspaper where he authored articles on the avant-garde for an armed forces
audience.144 Something Else Press was an outgrowth of publishing trends in the postwar era that
focused on appealing to a growing educated audience and informing a newly activated and
increasingly literate public.
Despite the mounting interest in books and the higher average level of schooling,
Something Else needed to focus on educating its readers in order to create a market for its

publications. The Press largely covered new and unusual arts that required some introduction,
and as a result, Something Else’s educational efforts aimed to communicate the context in which
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the new art should be viewed. Using a publishing house to do so achieved this objective in a way
that other methods of documenting Fluxus, Happenings, and other Intermedia arts could not.
Former manager of Something Else Press Ken Friedman emphasizes that “to communicate the
new art to a large public, Higgins established a publishing house rather than an avant-garde
artist’s outlet.”145 But while Higgins may have aimed to reach a wider audience with his
publishing, the works published by the Press did not always cater to that audience. Much like
many other publishing houses, Something Else’s efforts to educate the public were often
motivated by marketing objectives. Unique to an artist’s publishing house, the Press also
educated the public in order to legitimize and historicize intermedia arts.
Part of legitimizing intermedia arts was to establish them through scholarship packaged
in books that were on par with major trade publishers. For Higgins, this meant focusing on the
crafts inherent in material selection and construction. As previously mentioned, the first
catalogue for the Press featured a how-to guide to identifying quality book production. Higgins’s
essay advises that if the book does not follow the criteria set out in the text that the buyer should
save their money and purchase the cheaper paperback volume of the publication if there is one
available.146 Though “What to Look for in a Book—Physically” is ostensibly a sales tool, it also
serves an educational purpose meant to instruct the consumer, and presumably future publishers.
In this sense, Higgins is unique. Altbach claims that publishers have historically been
uninterested in documenting or theorizing their practice noting that the general opinion was that

“books were so singular a product that a systematic understanding of the process of publishing
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would not be useful.”147 In a notable departure from this attitude, Higgins even gives the reader a
series of simple tests to perform to determine the quality of a book before buying it. These
include checking for show-through to evaluate the quality of the paper, pinching the ends of the
book to check for gives in the spine, and licking the cloths bindings to test for a sweet flavor that
indicates added starch and suggests the cloth is of a cheaper, inferior material.148 Of course, by
paring this essay with the Press’s sales catalogue, the implication is that Something Else Press
books will pass the many tests and qualifications that Higgins has laid out. The essay even
concludes with a note on the quality of the Something Else Press books and then goes directly
into the sales catalogue portion of the text. Through his essay, Higgins garners goodwill for his
company and generates trust between the Press and its readership by educating the reader on the
thought, craftsmanship, and creativity that goes into book production.
While most of the works published by Something Else functioned as a medium for artists
to get their ideas out to a larger public, no matter how abstract and difficult, Higgins also
published books specifically geared toward students and those interested in intermedia but
uninitiated. Part of these efforts went to publishing older works that Higgins viewed as important
precursors to intermedia arts. Apart from claims of using Stein reissues as a way to fund other
titles, Higgins truly admired Stein’s work. Over ten percent of the Press’s books were Stein
reprints. Higgins even addressed how often he published Stein in one of the Press’s newsletters.
In “Why Do We Publish So Much Gertrude Stein,” Higgins briefly mentions that he is

using the past to support the present, but most of the text sings Stein’s praises and seems to be
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trying to convince the reader of the import of the author’s contributions.149 Furthermore, a note
in Higgins’s papers suggest a third motive for publishing Stein’s work and also a reasoning for
reprinting a German edition of the Dada Almanac in 1966 with seemingly little commercial
potential despite the fact that author Richard Huelsenbeck was a family friend and the text could
be used—similarly to the Steins—without paying permission costs. Higgins’s note to Frank,
which accompanies a draft of Frank’s annotated bibliography of the Press, indicates that the
purpose of publishing these titles was to “head off the kind of criticism that led off, ‘you can’t do
that—the dadaists did it all before,’ [or ‘Stein’].’”150 This suggests a more strategic motivation
for publishing the work.
Around 1966, anxiety about how artists working in intermedia would be historicized was
not unique to Higgins. For example, Allan Kaprow’s Assemblage, Environnements &
Happenings demonstrates a concerted effort to distance his practice from vaudeville and popular
theater in favor of placing it in the language of painting, an art perceived to have a more
prestigious academic pedigree at the time.151 Similarly, Higgins used publishing to shape how his
work would be interpreted. Higgins saw the continued relevancy of his work as directly
correlated to a better public understanding of Stein and Dada. As he writes to Frank, “logic
dictated that a few books should be reissued, to clarify historical antecedents.”152 By publishing
Stein and the Dadaists, Higgins establishes a direct relationship between Fluxus and these
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predecessors. As Kaprow also attempts to do in Assemblage, Environments & Happenings and in
his much earlier essay, “The Legacy of Jackson Pollock” (1958), Higgins aims to demonstrate
that the new work has progressed beyond these earlier prototypes.
It is clear that instructive texts as a way of historicizing intermedia on the artists’ own
terms were important to the Press at the outset. The Press’s first catalogue describes Al
Hansen’s Primer on Happenings and Time-Space Art as “intended primarily for young people”
and “the most basic book on the subject,” 153 That said, if he is to be believed, Higgins’s
pedagogical strategies were not exactly orthodox. He explains the process of producing Hansen’s
introduction to Happenings, a book marketed by the Press as for students, thusly:
One of the projects that I had was to try to bridge the gulf between the avant-garde and
the large public. And so, I had my friend Al Hansen do a primer of Happenings and
Time-Space art. We found that he had difficulty writing what we wanted because when
he would write, it would come out sounding like an art historian. And so, what we finally
did [is] we got poor Al drunk. I interviewed him under the influence, and then we
transcribed whatever he said and worked it out from there.154
Despite this somewhat unusual way of achieving an accessible publication, the desire to avoid art
historian-speak indicates that Higgins approached general reader educational publications
differently than other books on the list.
Another educational effort of Higgins’s was the Something Else Newsletter. The Press
reportedly distributed the newsletter for free to the Something Else mailing list, but all of the
newsletters curiously have “40¢” typed in the top right corner of the first page, which indicates
the back issue pricing, but may also suggest that the Press charged mailing list members.155 The
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number of people on the list seems to vary in the telling. In 1981 Higgins claimed it peaked at
6,000 people, in 1980 he counted 5,000 on the list, but in 1971 he reported 11,000 people. A
letter from his assistant Nelleke Rosenthal dated 1974 indicates that the list contained about
6,000 people consisting of “direct mail buyers, reviewers, bookstores, etc.”156 Higgins later
voiced that the Something Else Newsletter’s function was “to break down the gap between these
books that we publish, which are almost implicitly going to look strange to a lot of people, and
what they already know.”157 Higgins saw the newsletters as the educational function of the Press
and also the Press’s advertising as has been discussed.
The texts of these newsletters—written by Higgins, sometimes under the pseudonym
Camille Gordon—may have been written in accessible language, but who were these documents
educating? Most of the recipients were certainly those who were already interested in the type of
work Higgins was publishing. The fact that the Press distributed these texts through a selfselecting mailing list suggests that—apart from Higgins’s book industry contacts—only those
who were already knowledgeable about and interested in Fluxus were receiving and reading
Higgins’s content. Rather than being educational documents for the public at the time, and apart
from their function as advertising, the newsletters were, fittingly, something else. These
documents functioned as a diary for the Press, and also as another publishing opportunity for
Higgins.
Ultimately the newsletters served the Press by historicizing it. As publisher, Higgins was

concerned with preserving histories of the intermedia artists that were his friends and
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colleagues—the story of the Press was no exception to that archivist mentality. In 1980, after the
Press had dissolved, Higgins wrote “Notes for a History to be Written Some Day” about
Something Else. In his text, Higgins describes the newsletters, especially those he wrote as
Camille Gordon as gossipy.158 Their purpose was precisely to name drop and record not only the
goings-on of the Press but also the activities of the artists it published. The newsletters, therefore,
were not for educating the general public, but to educate future historians who would place the
Press in the context of the Fluxus movement and other intermedia arts.
By the 1960s, publishing already functioned as a recognized form of exhibiting literature,
photographs, and prints, but using books to exhibit other forms of visual arts was only just
emerging. In a review of Seth Siegelaub’s show that accompanied the Xerox book of 1968, one
reviewer noted, “The catalogue for the exhibition is actually the exhibition, listing ideas that may
or may not have been executed, and containing forthright statements by the artist.”159 Similarly,
Something Else Press books function as records or catalogues of activity that is usually either or
ephemeral or transmittable only in text form.
In addition to Al Hansen’s accessible introduction to Happenings and the reprints of
Gertrude Stein, Higgins pitched Oldenburg’s Store Days as one of the general interest
publications on the Press’s list. Published in 1967, the Press released the book one year after
Allan Kaprow’s Assemblage, Environments, and Happenings by Abrams. Falling in line with the
Press’ focus on both the scholarly and the popular, this book addresses public interest in this new

art while also making the archival resources around the work publicly available to scholars who
could use it to place the work in an art historical context. Packaging this content in a bound book
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legitimized its contents, or at least made it an object desirable in its own right. As one reviewer
noted:
Dick Higgins who lives in California (where else?) dragged the publishing business into
the zany world that some of the world’s so-called artists now inhabit. Where the artists
have arranged junk into what they believe to be attractive piles or have wrapped cliffs in
plastic, Mr. Higgins has turned reading into a tactile experience or turned it inside out.160
At this time, art that was seen as new less than five years ago was already falling into the
mainstream and being historicized.
In her presentation at a conference on Something Else Press at the Emily Harvey
Foundation, Lucy Mulroney claimed that “Something Else Press could be seen as an attempt to
provide an alternative exhibition space outside of the traditional museum.”161 In a way, the books
function as an archive or the exhibition catalogue to an immaterial exhibition, and while it seems
antithetical to the ephemeral quality of the work being done at the time, Higgins’s focus on the
quality, durability, and use-value of these books was perhaps indicative of his desire to
historicize his work and the work of his peers—to provide a record of this ephemeral activity. In
other words, Something Else Press’s books function both as works of art in a craft tradition,
records of the work being done at the time, and theoretical sourcebooks for this work.
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Conclusion
Shortly after leaving the Press for personal, creative, and financial reasons, Higgins
founded Unpublished Editions (later Printed Editions) which had “as its sole purpose the
publication of fine limited editions of the otherwise unavailable works of Dick Higgins plus
related materials.”162 This new publishing house addressed what Higgins saw as a failing of
Something Else Press: that it did not allow him to devote enough time to his own work. Unlike
Something Else Press, Higgins's later in life publishing activities through Printed Editions seem
to pine nostalgically for a publishing climate that peaked in the 1920s. Dessauer describes
publishers at that time as “wealthy esthetes who defined publishing in terms of literary
discovery; they placed primary emphasis on their own role rather than on the service they might
render to authors and readers. They disdained popular tastes and commercial success (except as
ways to finance literary publications).”163 It is significant that even when wishing to focus on his
own art, Higgins founded another publishing house. Even though Printed Editions was more of
an artist's vanity press than an artist-run business aiming to connect with a wider audience,
ironically, it was the more corporately structured Something Else Press that the IRS deemed as a
hobby because it could not pay its shareholders.
Through his activities as a critic, composer, poet, philosopher, and performance artist,
publishing is indelibly tied to Higgins's practice as the medium through which he circulated
many of his artworks and ideas. Something Else used the vehicle of trade publishing to cement

its authors’ place in the history of art and literature while reaching an audience outside of the
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New York center. Evaluating the Press in the publishing context provides a better picture of the
legacy Higgins was attempting to build for himself and his peers. It provides a richer
understanding of the Press’s output, its limitations and the greater which paints a more complex
and professionalized picture than is usually presented.
Though Something Else Press effectively ended in 1974, its legacy lived on in other
successful publishers and distributors of artists' books, including Printed Matter founded just two
years later in 1976. In his later years, Higgins frequently spoke about Something Else Press and
works with colleagues in attempts to historicize it and his contribution. Higgins was conscious of
the Press’s larger significance early on, indicating in a response to a letter from Hugh Fox dated
to November 1974, “we pointed towards what ought to be done, and set the model by which
other presses can be measured.”164 Something Else Press was a product of its time. Its successes
and failures represent a period of transition when both art and books were entering the sphere of
commerce. As publisher, Higgins’s influence extended beyond his own artistic output and served
to promote, historicize, and legitimize the works of his peers. Thus, his greatest contribution to
Fluxus and related intermedia was not as an artist but as a publisher.
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Figure 3: Peter Moore, Photograph of Alison Knowles’s Big Book. Photograph from original
installation in the Something Else Gallery, New York, New York, 1966. © 2019 Barbara Moore
/ Licensed by VAGA at Artists Rights Society (ARS), NY, Courtesy Paula Cooper Gallery, New
York.
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Figure 4: George Maciunas, Fluxus Manifesto, Offset Lithography, 1963. The Museum of
Modern Art, The Gilbert and Lila Silverman Fluxus Collection Gift, (2390.2008.x1-x2)
https://www.moma.org/collection/works/127947. © 2019 George Maciunas Foundation / Artists
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Figure 5 a-c: Cover and interior pages of Ray Johnson, The Paper Snake, New York: Something
Else Press: 1965. © 1964 Raymond Edward Johnson. Facsimile edition published by New York:
Siglio, 2014, Siglio press images.
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Figure 6: Cover of Claes Oldenburg and Emmett Williams, Store Days: Documents from The
Store (1961) and Ray Gun Theater (1962) (New York: Something Else Press, 1967).
Photographs by Robert R. McElroy. offset lithograph on paper, cloth, Walker Art Center,
Minneapolis, Walker Special Purchase Fund, 1989 (1989.322.1-.2). © Claes Oldenburg.
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Figure 7 a-d: Cover and interior pages of Dick Higgins, foew&ombwhnw, New York: Something
Else Press, 1969. © 1969 Dick Higgins. Photography by the author.
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Figure 8 a-e: Cover and interior pages of
Dick Higgins and Wolf Vostell, Fantastic
Architecture (New York: Something Else
Press 1969). © 1969 Something Else Press.
Photograph of the cover by Kenneth
Mallory Bookseller, interior photography
by the author.
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and gold leaf, 48 x 48 x 7 1/4" (122 x 122 x 18 cm). Louisiana Museum of Modern Art,
Humlebaek, Denmark. Photo: courtesy Louisiana Museum of Modern Art, Humlebaek,
Denmark. © R. Hamilton. All Rights Reserved, DACS and ARS 2019.
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